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Students get
hands-on
experience at
'murder' scene

www.UCFfuture.com

CAB director

decided for
new semester
DIANA MARTIN

BECKI PANOFF
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An exercise in learning
became a foray into the world of
forensic science on campus this
month. Two bodies were buried
on the grounds of UCF, and it
was up to an anthropology class
to figure out the circumstances of
the "murder."
The bodies were those of pig
carcasses, buried by professor Dr.
Tosha Dupras, and they were for
her class of 26 students to study
forensic science. The premise of
the exercise was this: the students
in the web-based course received
a "letter" every week from the
police, documenting the investigation into the deaths of two people by a serial killer. The students
also received a piece of the
killer's journal, which didn't tell
them where the bodies were
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·Getting a facelift:#

~a:

The refleding pond has Leen allotted $500,:000 forrenovations that are expected to be c-omp1eted~ early
May. The pond's new fountain will have three iets and a new filtering system. The renovations were paid for
in part by UCF's Student Government.
·

On April 3-4, the Campus
Activities Board had a panel
made up of CAB Directors, OSA
and SGA representatives and the
CAB Advisors to interview two
perspective students for the position as the CAB Student
Director. Then on April 5-7, and
April 10-11, the new CAB
Student Director sat in with the
panel and interviewed the 21
applicants for the remaining
director positions.
Each applicant's resume and
answers to questions were looked
over before their interview session. Specific qualifications and
experience were looked at to fill
each CAB pos1t10n. CAB
Student Director Phil McDaniel,
who was the 1999-2000 CAB
Cinema Director and has been

PHIL MCDANIEL, Page 3

PIG DIG, Page 8

INSIDE Computer whiz
.wins scholarship
DARCY ELENA
RODRIGUEZ
STAFF WRITER

Emergin·g
Knights

-Page 2
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The Barry M. Goldwater
Scholarship and the Excellence
in
Education
Foundation
announced April 5 the recipients
of the Goldwater Scholarship.
UCF studenrPaul Smith, a junior
in the Honors College, is one of
them. Smith, a computer whiz
and former track star at Titusville
High, is one of 1,176 applicants
and one of 309 winners of the
scholarship. The applicants for
the scholarship were nominated
by faculty from colleges and universities across the country. In
Florida, there were 12 winners.
The Goldwater Scholarship
will give Smith a stipend of up to
$7,500 for his senior year to
cover tuition, fees, books, and
room and board.
Last summer, Smith took
part in the ."Research Experience
for Undergraduates" program
sponsored by the National
Science Foundation. During this
summer program held at UCF,
Smith and nine other students
worked. on computer vision
research, which entails getting
computers to see and understand
what is happening in the real

world through cameras.
Smith, a computer science
major, was nominated by faculty
members and has a 4.0 grade
point average. Smith intends to
earn a Ph.D. in computer science
and pursue a career in research.
He hopes to conduct his research
in language theory, which is used
in compiler research to study the
limits of computer languages;
system software; and artificial
intelligence, an attempt at getting
computers to think.
In conjunction with winning
this prestigious award, Smith's
research will be presented at the
International Conference on
Pattern
Recognition
in
Barcelona, Spain this coming
fall.
"The end goal is to publish
papers," said Smith. These publications.will aid Smith, and other
participating students, to determine if pursuing Ph.Ds and
research is the next step.
"It's given me insight into
what research is really like," said
Smith.
Smith's interests . reach
beyond computer science as on
his off-time, he prepares for the
marathon, a 26 mile run. Smith

PHOTO ~V JASON KOKOT-OFF

Saying good-bye to seniors
Banners lne Greek Park supporting graduating seniors. Graduation is
scheduled to lie held May S-6 at the UCF Arena, and wt1 iade a
record number of seniors.
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2000-2001 Emerging Knights
DIANA MARTIN
STAFF WRITER

The Emerging Knights is a
student-run program wi~ the
Office of Student Activities. The
program is designed to provide
both first-year and transfer students the valuable opportunity to
learn all that UCF has to offer, to
learn about themselves and what
they are capable of accomplishing, and the extra-curricular
activities and entertainment
activities that are available to
them.
From April 11-12, the
Emerging Knights Executive
Board held interviews for the 22
hopeful mentor applicants. The
Executive Board is made up of
Emerging Knights Student
Director Heather Stevens, Erin
Breen, Shelley Coursey, Kim
Saunders and Graduate Assistant
Julie Erlandson.
Student Director He(.lther
Stevens has been involved with
the Emerging Knights Program
since spring of 1999. "Emerging
Knights is a chance for incoming

and transfer students to be paired
up with a current student leader
who serves as their peer mentor.
Not only does this program benefit the incoming students, but it
also creates an environment of
growing and learning through the
mentoring process," she said.
During the interview sessions, the Emerging Knights
Executive Board looked for various qualifications in each applicant. Each applicant was required
to turn in with their application a
recommendation
and
their
answers. The board was looking
for students with previous leadership experiences, a welcoming
demeanor, and a strong spirit for
UCF. The overall impression of
each applicant helped to influence each board member's decision.
After much debate and thorough thinking of each applicant,
the Emerging Knights Executive
Board announced their new mentors on Thursday, April 13.
Choosing
who
would
become an Emerging Knights
mentor was tough for the executive board. The mentors were

selected based upon an evaluation score that each board member filled out about each of the
candidates.
"Every student 'knocked our·
socks off during their interview
and I wish we could have taken
everyone, but in reality we could
not," said Stevens.
There are many goals for the
new Emerging Knights mentors.
Student Director Heather Stevens
wants to make the program
thrive. "Above and beyond, I
want the Emerging Knights program to become a staple in the
UCF experience. We are meant to
be a friendly and useful point of
contact and support for the new
Knights. Finally, I want to promote rewarding relationships
between· the mentor and the
mentee, since interpersonal relations is what makes this program
thrive," she said.
Other questions about the
Emerging Knights program can
be directed to the Office of
Student Activities at 823-6471 or
stop by Student Union room 215.

The following items will be on display in the
Library in May:
1. 'Beyond Horizon', by Karen Nguyen, Off
Campus Student Resource Center.

2. 'Hospitality Management', by Dr. Abel
Pizam, Interim Chair; and Dr. Ady
Milman,
Department
of
Hospitality
Management.
3. 'Philippines': Art and Culture, by Ven Basco,
Reference Department,
Library.

•
4. 'Essence of India', by Uday Nair, Sangam Indian Student Association.

•

5. 'Book Preservation/Conservation', by Carole
Hinshaw, Acting Chair,
Reference Department, Library.

6.

•

tCommuni~ation

Experience', by Dr. Mike
Meeske, Director~. Schoot of
Communication.

•
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The UCF
license
plate •••
make the
change.

There's never been a better way
to show you're proud to be a UCF
graduate than by putting a UCF tag
on your car. And there's never been
a better time than right now.
For just $25 more than your regular fee, or less than seven cents a
day, you can help support academic
programs and scholarships at the

University of Central Florida.
Why not join the thousands of UCF
Alumni, students and fans who have
aheady purchased their UCF tags?
For more information please call
the UCF Alumni Association at
(407) UCF-ALUM, or stop by your
local Florida tag agency.

COURTESY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
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involved with CAB for the past two years,
looked for certain aspects of each individual
during their interview.
"In the interviews I was looking for people who had some experience with programming events, either in high school, college, or
some other organization that had been in
leadership positions or had leadership ability.
Also being able to work well in a team environment and also being able to build their
committee."
One of the Campus Activities Board's
advisors, Laur~ Waltrip, also sat on the panel
during the in_terview session. She too was
looking for certain qualities to bring aboard
the new-Board of Directors.
"We looked for individuals who can
bring new ideas and energy to CAB, all the
while understanding the mission of CAB and
its committees. We wanted students who
understand and want to program for the wide
variety of students at UCF, not just the 'typical' student or their friends."

The Campus Activities Board is a stu- just effect the children, it will effect the pardent-run organization for the UCF communi- ticipants as well. Ever since I participated in
my first Dance Marathon I knew one day I
ty.
To CAB Advisor Laura Waltrip, who has wanted to lead it and now I have the opportubeen with the board since Homecoming 1998, nity to lead the FIRST Dance Marathon of the
the Campus Activities Board is important to century! It's exciting because these children
are so important to our future and now I have
her.
"CAB is important to me, personally, the opportunity to save part of our future. My
because it's my career and interest. I love goal for the year is to pass on the e,xcitement.
working with CAB students in helping them I want to sign up more dancers committed to
fulfill their goals and ambitions, as well as in this cause and make people more aware of
providing them leadership opportunities as what we're trying accomplish."
As for Student Director McDaniel's
they learn to plan and coordinate the programs they choose."
goals, he wants to bring what the student
The 1999-2000 CAB Director, Kristen E. body wants to UCF.
Murphy, is returning to CAB as the new
"My goals for next year's board are to
Dance Marathon Director. Murphy, who is a bring more diverse programming to UCF, and
sophomore at UCF majoring in Advertising to build and expand on our present programand Public Relations, was also the 2000 ming. (I also want) to work together with our
Dance Marathon's Director of Morale. clubs and organizations, bring in events that
Kristen Murphy is responsible for putting the student body w~ts, and to have more
together a board of directors and committee people notice CAB and recognize the events
that will plan out the annual 24-hour Dance we put on."
Marathon event. This director does this annuIf student's are interested in participating
al event to raise funds in conjunction with in one of the 12 committees that make up the
Children's Miracle Network.
Campus Activities Board, call 823-6471 or
"l chose (Dance Marathon) because it ·stop by the CAB/OSA Office at SU 215.
will have the most effect on people. It won't

* CAB Student Director: Phil
McDaniel
* Cinema Director: John Dillon
* Concerts Director: Elyse
Skislak
* Cultural Arts Director: DianaMarie F. Martin
* Dance Marathon Director:
Kristen Murphy
* Graphics Director: Steve
McCain
* Homecoming Director: Alison
Rhoads
* Popular Entertainment
Director; Jennifer Hall
* Public Relati-0ns Directors:
Steve Chestnut & Elizabeth Gude
* Speakers Director: Sean
'Burrows
* Special Events Director: B.ope
Wehrle
* Spectacular Knights Director:
Shanna Posey
* Video Productions-I. Director: Kathy Kissel
2. Assistant Director: Kimberly
Browne
3. Technical Director: Gregory
Gromak

•

WANTED: Central Florida Future DISTRIBUTION MANAGER,
Emailjobs@ucflutu~re.co'fu '.or call 407-9?7-1aa9 ~. ·
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Look for these new stands to pick up the

.Central Florida Future
every Wednesday during the school year.

The campus newspaper for over 30 years!
3 and 4 bedroom apartments
Fully furnished, including full size washer and dryer
Private bathrooms in every bedroom are available
Individual Leases
Roommate matching service
Onsite volleyball court, 2 fitness centers, 2 swimming pools,
? clubhouses} computer lab, and so much more
Rent includes: furniture, electricity, cable & HBO, monitored
alarms, water, sewer, pest control and use of all of our facilities
Beautiful takeside settings

FUTURE
Also to keep up with all the Knights' athletic teams
pick up a copy of Into The Knights.
The official publication of UCF Athletics.

Campus Locations

Located on McCulloch Road
just outside the UCF North Gate!

•

For More Info Call:

366-7474
•

visit our website at: www.royalproperties.com

Stude!Jt Union
UCFLibrary
Knights Pantry
Creol Parking Garage
Education Parking
Garage

Administration Bldg.
Education Bldg.
Engineering Bldg.
Business Bldg.
Libra Dorms

Health P/A Bldg.
UCF Bookstore
Fine Arts Breezeway
Career Resource Ctr.
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Students gain leadership experience with Volunteer UCF
DIANA MARTIN
STAFF WRITER

Volunteer UCF is an informational and referral source that
is dedicated to community service.
This organization helps students and student organizations
link up to the various community
service agencies. Volunteer UCF
also matches projects to interested people that best fit their talents
and interests. ·
The 2000-2001 Student
Director for Volunteer UCF is
Renee Blanchard, who has been
on the VUCF board for the past
two years. "VUCF is an agency
that is dedicated to getting UCF
students involved and getting
them into a position to make a
difference in the community.
VUCF allows the community to
see all that we a~ students have to
offer. We also bring important
issues onto campus and spread
valuable information to the students," she said.
There are several special

events that VUCF sponsors
throughout the year, such as the
Hunger ~anquet, the Get Carded
Banquet and the Volunteer Expo.
Students can volunteer for an
agency that suits their needs.
There are also numerous monthly
volunteer projects that students
may participate in, such as
SPARK (a volunteer program
that offers different service projects once a month) and Habitat
for Humanity. Students can also
chose to experience volunteerism
by joining one ofVUCF's numerous committees to help plan and
staff events. Several events that
VUCF's committees take part in
are the Hunger Banquet and the
Are you My Type Blood Drive.
The fourth way that VUCF
encourages students to get
involved with the student-run
organization is by taking part in
the VUCF Board of Directors.
There is an application and interview process that takes place during the spring. The VUCF Board
of Directors has already been
chose.

The 2000-2001 VUCF board is:

*

Student Director: Renee
Blanchard
* Graduate Assistant: Ryan
Lovett
* Kenny Calder
* Runam Engineer
* Paraz Kureshi
* Sarah Kureshi
* Larry Macon
* Ricky Middaugh
* Carina Morales
The previous VUCF Student
Director, Ricky Middaugh, has
been involved with the board for
the past two years as Special
Projects Coordinator, Assistant
Student Director, and then
Student Director. Middaugh,
along with the interviewing
panel, was looking for certain
qualities in each of the six applicants.
"When we interview( ed)
each person, we (were) looking
for leadership experience, past
volunteer experience, teamwork
ability, and people skills."
"We were looking for stu-

dents that (were) interested in
gaining leadership experience.
We want(ed) people who are dedicated, hard working, and who
simply want to make a difference
on campus and in the community.
We also looked for good people
skills and the ability to get along
with a diverse group of students,"
Blanchard said. "I think we were
very lucky. All of the people we
had apply were great and had a
lot to offer the board. Luckily we
had a place for everyone that
applied.
"I have high expectations for
the new board. The group we
have heading the new board are
all very intelligent, hard working,
and have great hearts. I have no
doubt in my mind that this group
will be extremely successful and
will produce some of the best
projects UCF has ever seen."
Students
may
contact
Volunteer UCF at 823-6471, or
stop by the OSA Office at
Student Union room 215, or visit
their
website
at
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-vucf.

UCF student wins

$7,500 stipend
FRoMPAGE1

graduated from Titusville High
School in 1997. There, he represented the school at the
Florida State High School
· Track Meet,running the 400meter dash. .He also participates
in cam.pus community service
and volunteer activities.

"It's good to know that we
have the skills and abilities at
UCF to compete on a national
and international level,11 said

SniitlL
This is the first time a UCF
student wins the Goldwater
Scholarship. Smith feels that
winning this award opens many
new doors for him and will help
him in future ,research. ·
"It gives me a lot of <;onfi~

•

dence," he said.
The
Goldwater
Foundation, named for the late
Arizona senator, presents this
scholarship, the nation~s pre{llier . awru;d, to undergraduates
e~ag_~d ij1 piathematipst en~i-

·•. neeririg ot the natural scieIJ:ces. •
lt.'tPQH !~tently at undergr~du~

ate resea.:ch. The Foundatfon ls
,; suirained by a U$. Treasury
itru'~t fund which. distributes
funding for such awards and
adfuinistrative expenses.

•

•

•
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Students experience 'killer' final
BECKI PANOFF
STAFF WRITER

•

•
•

Students in the Spanish honors class got a chance to do some
detective work for part of their
final exam. These students were
part of a "murder mystery." They

were given clues to find the "dead
bodies" and had to come up with
a motive and killer. The hard part
of the exercise is that they were
only allowed to speak in Spanish.
"There is a specific phrase
for 'I wonder' in Spanish, and I
want the students to. get that

•
•
•

•
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•
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Murder 'victims' were scattered throughout campus for Professor Korosy's
Spanish Honors final exam.

down," said Spanish professor
Alice Korosy, who teaches the
honors class. "A few years ago, l
was thinking about the "murder
mystery" dinners, and I came up
with this."
This exercise is in its fourth
year of existence, and has
evolved from the first time it.was
used as the class' final.
"One year, there were 'bodies" left by the reflecting pond,
and in the elevator. People were a
little disturbed, riding up the elevator with someone who had
been "shot" in the head," said
Korosy. She uses theatrical makeup to make the dead bodies seem
more realistic .
"They have to go . out and
find those bodies, and tell who
· did it," said Korosy. They have to
report back to her at the end, with
a sort of "debriefing."
"What I want the.students to
get out of this is that they do
understand the lesson, that it
makes it come alive. Usually if
you do something like that, students have something that they
can come back to (when they
need to use it)," said Korosy.
There were eight students

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Christy Marks and Tracy Beaurgard were participants in this year's Spanish
murder mystery.
who participated in this exercise,
they were in two groups of four
to look for the clues and bodies.
This was done during second
semester so the students have the
background of spanish to speak
it.
Next year, Kor.osy said that
the. exercise will include 3 continents. Students have also been
asking to be able to participate as
'victims.'

The "dead" are usually
teachers, in past years they have
beeri teachers from the honors
coll~ge, and Spanish teachers.
~his year they were Christy
Marks, Tracy Beaurgard and
Korosy herself.
"I really appreciate the honors college for letting me do this
and for their support," said
Korosy.

•

STRAIGHT TEETH
WITHOUT BRACES!
•

..

TODAY, A SERIES OF CLEAR,
REMOVABLE APPLIANCES CAN
STRAIGHTEN YOUR TEETH.

•

•

If the thought of wearing braces is holding you
back from the smile you've always wanted, this
is great news. Introducing lnvisalign, a state-ofthe-art alternative to braces that is virtuaJly undetectable to other people. Invisalign straightens your teeth, not with brackets and wires, but
with a series of dear, customized, removable appliances called aligners.

•

NEWCOMPUTERTECHNOLOGYMAKFS
INVISALIGNPOSSIBLE.

•

•
•
•

•

InvisaJign

Traditional Braces

You will wear each aligner for about two weeks
and only take it out for eating, brushing and flossing. As you repJace each aligner with the next,
your teeth will move - gradually - week by week,
until they move into the fi~al alignment your orthodontist prescribed. Then, you'll be smiling like
you've never smiled before.

ONLY AN ORTHODONTIST CAN

DETERMINEIFINVISALIGNIS RIGHT
FOR YOU.
To ensure the best possible results, only an
orthodontist who has been trained and certified
by Align Technology can diagnose and treat using Jnvisalign. Invisalign is not intended for children and is not appropriate for every adult. Only
an orthodontist can determine if this treatment is
an effective option for you. To see if Invisalign
can help you achieve the smile you've always
wanted, call us today at 407-359-1960.
You'll be glad you did!

Invisalign uses the latest 3-D computer technology to create your customized aligners. Your first
step is a visit to an Align Technology certified
Orthodontist. The two of you wiU determine what
you want corrected. Then, the orthodont_ist
sends us precise treatment instructions.
Invisalign uses advanced computer technology
to translate these instructions into
a sequence of finely calibrated
aligners. as few as 12 or as
SfRAIGIIT TEEl1I.
many as48.
NO BRACES.

TMS

CAMPUS

A California student editor will not have to hand over
unpublished photographs and
records from his college newspaper, a judge has ruled .
Sacramento
C~unty
Superior Judge Gerald S.
Bakarich quashed a subpoena
of the records on April 7.
"This is a very good day
for journalism," said David
Sommers, editor in chief of
"The
State Hornet"
at
California State UniversitySacramento .
. An attorney representing a
man arrested at a school football game had wanted the
newspaper's witness contact
information and "all newsclips, films, videos, photographs, or other documents" related to the arrest.

Bakarich originally denied
Sommers' motion to quash the
subpoena and then held
Sommers in contempt for
refusing to hand over the material. An appeals panel refused
to review the contempt ruling.
Sommers'
attorneys
renewed their motion once
they learned that local television stations had supplied
defense attorney Lisa Franco
with videotapes of her client's
arrest. Sommers' attorneys
argued that Franco could go to
.other sources to get the infor.mation she wanted from the
Hornet.
Bakarich ruled that Franco
had not exhausted all other
ways to get the information.
"If he (Sommers) thinks
it's over, he's wrong," said
Franco.

.'
•

r

ft Lach
ORTHODONTICS

''Creating Smiles For Success at UCF"
www.Iach-ortho.com
•

Judge rules student ·newspaper won't
have to reveal unpublished work

407-359-1960

Where you don't stand in 1fue for BIG DlSCOUNfS!!!
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Change in course numbers may impact registration Berger 1
275-4397.

ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

A recent change in course
numbers may make it tougher for
than usual for students to register.
The following courses have
changed numbers, and are listed
below with their new numbers:
BSC 1020 changed to BSC 1005
Biological Principles
BSC 1020L changed to BSC
1005L Biological Principles Lab
BSC 1030 changed to BSC 1050
Biology and Environment
BSC 1030L changed to BSC
1050L Biology and Environment
Lab
MAC 1104 changed to MAC
1105 College Algebra
MGF 1203 changed to MGF
1106 Finite Math

Looking toward
the future
Futurist, Francis Fukuyama,
will be speaking May 1 on his
thoughts regarding the future of
society, business, and social
virtues. The talk will last from 910:30 p.m., and will be held in
the Pegasus Ballroom. For more
information contact UCF's Office
of International Studies at (407)

Student art exhibit
goes on exposition
The University art gallery
will be exhibiting works done by
graduating students through July
31. The works of art are those of
students graduating with their
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. The
gallery hours are from 9a.m. to
4p.m., Monday through Friday.
For more information contact the
art department at (407) 823-5629.

Dial-up servers
. change provider
The UCF dialup Internet
access service will be changing
all of its servers over to a single
provider beginning May 5.
Currently portions of the system
are under Sprint, while others are
provided by AT&T. The ·three
dial-up numbers currently available will all merge into , one
modem pool. Effective May 5 the
(407) 513-4200 phone line will
.no longer be accessible. On May
8 the (407) 275-4200 line will
also disappear. The single line
available for student dialup will
be (407) 235-4201, and will have
a modem pool of 336 lines. The
final result will be Sprint provid-

ing sole service for the student
dialup services.

UCF to host
Shakespeare Festival

ter.

Holocaust display
hosted by library

UCF will be hosting the
The Library is currently
Shakespeare Festival at the Walt hosting a holocaust display
Disney Amphitheater downtown through the end of April. The
at Lake Eola.
exhibit, entitled "The Holocaust
Love's Labour's Lost will be and the Liberators;' features phoshowing until May 7. Tickets will tos and testimony regarding the
range from $8 on up through $35. holocaust. Some of the testiShowings on Thursdays will monies include, but are not limitbegin promptly at 7p.m., while ed to, stories and comments by
shows Friday through Sunday American soldiers of the liberawill happen at 8p.m.
. tion of the Nazi concentration
Reserved seating for both camps during World War II.
shows are available. For more
information,
well as to make
A walk for
reservations, contact the Festival
a good cause
box office at (407) 893-4600.

as

Writing center
searches for workers
The campus writing center is
currently looking for people to
fill positions for the fall semester.
The writing center, which assists
students with composition and
editmg of papers, is looking for
people to fill editing positions.
For more information, contact
Beth Rapp-Young at (407) 8232197 or pick up an application at
the front desk in the writing cen-

The UCF 'Walk Team'
will be participating in a March
of Dimes "Walk America" on
April 29. The event will take
pface at Lake Lily in Maitland
and will begin at 8:00 am. A min,.
imum of $25 must be raised by
each walker to qualify fort-shirts
and prizes. Prize will include a
weekend get-away and various
theme park passes. For information contact Betty Conkljn at
UCF Relations at (407) 311-7725
or at bconklin@maiLucf.edu.

of 7 finalists
DUSTY MANDOLFO
STAFF WRITER

Anna Berger was recognized
for her achievements on April
14.The ceremony was held in
Tallahassee
and was followed by a
press conference at
the Capitol
Building.
She was one
of the seven
finalists in
Berger
the
Florida
College Student of the Year
Award.
Berger, a Communication
major, has . maintained a 3.87
GPA at the University of Central
Florida. She worked diligently to
earn her $2,000 scholarship from
Sun Trust and a $500 scholarship
from Publix. Gulfstream Airlines
rewarder her with two rounq.-trip
tickets for her next getaway. The
Florida College Student of the
Year Award gave a total of
$50,000 in scholarships and gifts
to the dedicated students.
Berger will be recognized in
the "Student of the Year" in
Florida Leader this month.

The ties that bind:
teacher gives kidney
to ailing student
TMS

CAMPUS

Fifteen-year-old Michael
Carter will talk biological science with his teacher, Jane
Smith, for years to come.
Michael and Smith, a
teacher at R. Max Abbott
Middle School in Fayetteville,
N. C., were resting comfortably Monday at UNC
Hospitals in Chapel Hill after
she gave him one her kidneys.
The transplant took place
Friday.
"Although we believe
anyone donating an organ to
benefit another person is an
exceptional human being, the
fact that a teacher would be so
moved to offer her student
such a gift is phenomenal,"
said Dr. Jeffrey Fair, chief of
the abdominal transplant program at UNC.
Smith returned home
Monday, while Michael is
expected to remain in the hos-

pital until Wednesday or
Thursday.
One of Michael's kidneys
failed to grow and another
functioned only minimally.
He began four-hour dialysis
treatments three times a week
in June 1998.
A dozen of Michael's relatives and friends were tested
as potential kidney donors but
were rejected.
Then last August, Smith
told Carter to pull up his
baggy jeans at re9ess. He
explained that the loose-fitting pants were more comfortable because he was undergoing dialysis and was waiting
for a kidney transplant.
"I looked at him and said ·
'I've got two, do you want
one?"' Smith recalled. "He
said, 'What's your blood
type?"'
After weeks ·of tests,
Smith was found to be a suitable donor.

Have a story ide.a?
E·mail us:
news@uclluture.com
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Delta Delta Delta wins
'Pig dig' brings real-world experience to students
Pi Beta Phi's Rock the Arrow
FRoMPAGE

was Delta Delta Delta sorority.

KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

Xi Man
Pi Beta Phi held its Rock the
Arrow philanthropy. This charity
supports community literacy and
nation-wide education programs,
and included a book drive competition, in addition to a banner
competition and Say What Pi Phi
kareoke/dance contest.
Books were be donated to
Evans Family Services Center
and were also given to underprivileged children in
Orange
County who benefit from · this
organization. Money raised
through the entry fee, raffle tickets and sponsors was donated to
Arrowmont School of the Arts in
Tennessee, one of Pi Beta Phi's
national
philanthropies.
Childrens books for all ages were
ac-cepted.
The Say What Pi Phi event
consisted of two rounds. In
round one, teams performed a
prepared song of their choice.
Judges selected teams to advance
to the second round; songs for
this round were chose~ randomly.
The banner contest, spirit contest
and book collection were held on
April 12-18. Judging of banners
for on-campus organizations was
on April 19. The overall winner

The ladies of Alpha Xi Delta
held their annual philanthropy
event on Tuesday, April 12 in the
Student Resource Center.
The responsibility of the XiMan winner is to assist the ladies
of Alpha Xi Delta with their philanthropy ·events and promote
Alpha Xi Delta for the entire
year. The chapters that competed
were Alpha Tau Omega, Alpha
Epsilon Pi, Lambda C~ Alpha,
Sigma Chi, Kappa Sigma, Sigma
Phi Epsilon, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, Delta Upsilon, Lambda
Theta Phi and Delta Tau Delta.
All contestants were required to
perform a talent during the event.
Kappa Sigma member Jordan
Reeves won the title of Xi Man
by doing two monologue performances.
The first runner-up was
Sigma Alph~ Epsilon member
Nick Peterman, who performed
a martial arts demonstration.
Alpha Tau Omega member Colby
Hooper was second runner-up.
All of the money collected from
this event went to the Boggy
Creek Camp, which helps children with life-threatening diseases and chronic illnesses.

1

located. He sent pictures of the
site to the students, and had them
do research, information such as
what animals were out there who
or what had disturbed the bodies.
Then the killer was "apprehended" by the police, at which time
he said he would disclose the
location of the bodies on one condition, th~t this anthropology
class does the excavation.
The students were then led to
the "scene," where they got to
excavate the site and gather "evidence." The class got to see how
things decompose in Florida, as
well as work with a typical murder scene.
There were also police and
members of the media on site,
making it as real as possible.
This project was the brainchild of Dupras, who also does
forensic research for police
departments as well as teach at
UCF. She wanted to integrate
both the web-based aspect and
live aspect of her class for the
students.
"I think they really enjoyed
it, it gave them a type of experience that they can't get from a
textbook or clas~room. They got
to experience everything, from
getting dirty to the smell," said
D~pras.

Dupras set up the project in
August of last year, she bought·

CFF FILE PHOfO

Professor Tosha Dupras discusses the uime scene with the Forensic
Anthropology class. Students got to work first hand with the-reaffstic
'murder' site, as well as deal with the media and polkt!.
the pig carcasses and dressed
them up in women's clothing, and
buried them in different situations. She also had to get
approval from campus committees, which only took about a
month to do.
The exercise will be replicated next year, with this year's class
getting involved. The bodies will
be buried in June, so they have
longer to decompose.
"In forensic research, pigs
are close to humans in decompo-

sition," said Dupras.
"It took a lot of work, a lot of
people were involved and it went
extremely well, the students
learned a lot that they wouldn't
have otherwise," said Dupras.
"The students got experience
working in groups, and got real
life experience as well."
"I want the students be ready
to go to real crime scene, and
they have to know how to handle
themselves," said Dupras.

MAJOR IN CAREER
SUCCESS THROUGH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

PHOI'O BY JASON KOKOI'OFF

Banners in Greek Park ann0unce upcoming events for sororities
and fraternities.

· Technical Services

SURPLUS ELECTRONICS
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New ideas play key role in dorm construction project
SCOTT POWERS
KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE

It's not an apartment -- all
he's got to cook with is a
microwave oven -- but you won't
find freshman Chris Jordan complaining about his dorm room at
the University of Central Florida.
"There are a lot of nice
apartments," observed Jordan, a
business student from Fort
Walton Beach who lives in UCF's
Citrus Hall. "But they don't have
the advantages that we have."
Nor did his predecessors at
UCF a generation ago. Nor will
Jordan have some of the advantages being planned for UCF's
next wave of residence halls,
which should start opening for
the fall 2001 term.
University leaders broke
ground Tuesday for a new com-

plex of residence halls that
should add 1,600 beds to the
campus over the next two years.
The new residence complex
will scatter clusters of small and
medium halls into two distinct
communities on former recreation fields in the southeast part
of campus. The fust phase, to
open by fall 2001, should add
800 beds. Nearby will be a new
recreation center and a retail and
food complex. Other features
could include such things as
wireless Internet technology,
allowing students to take their
laptop computers outside and
stay on-line.
The projected cost: almost
$65 million. That means every
new bed will cost about 70 percent more than those the university built 10 years ago, even after
inflation is factored.

"This represents the largest
construction phase UCF has ever
undertaken,"
said
William
Merck, UCF vice president for
administration and finance.
UCF plans to finance the project
by selling bonds and paying them
off with student room and board
fees.
"We view this project as not
trying to _leverage great size, but
to enhance student learning," said
Tom Huddleston, vice president
for student development and
enrollment services. "Student
learning begins in the class.rooms, but there is another type
of student learning -- student life,
including residence life."
Research shows that students
who live on campus at least one
year are less likely to drop out, he
said. And they are more likely to
plug into other student activities,

increasing school spirit.
Another reason UCF wants
more residence halls: much of the
surrounding community has lost
patience with sprawling, private
apartment complexes notorious
for loud, rowdy students. On
Tuesday the Orange County
Commissioners passed an ordinance limiting apartment complex construction in the area.
New residence halls on campus should help, Huddleston said.
Through 1992, UCF had ohly
879 dormitory and 392 Greek
house beds, enough to house
about six percent of the students.
In the 1990, the university added
2,163 more beds. By 2,002 the
dormitory bed total should top
4,600, enough to house about 15
percent of all UCF students.
Meanwhile, UCF has gradually · attracted more out-of-town

students.
"We always have far more
applications for residence halls
than we can accommodate,"
Huddleston said.
Attracting freshmen is easier
-- most of the dorm rooms are set
aside for them.
"My parents said "You're
going to live on campus for your
freshman year,"' said Denise
Burns of Indialantic.
UCF wants to see more
upperclassmen and graduate students living on campus as well,
and for that the school must offer
inducements such as private
baths and high-speed internet
access.
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'This represents the largest construction phase UCF has ever undertaken,' said Merck
FROM PAGE
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Bums, for one, opted to stay

on campus. Now a senior, studying molecular- and micro-biology, she lives in UCF's Lake Claire
Apartments. She and other upper

classmen said they prefer the
convenience of being near classes
and the library, the campus spirit
and the chances to remain active

in campus life.
But she offered a reminder
that on-campus housing shouldn't
get too loaded down with extras .

"Most of us are poor college students, so we can't afford a lot
anyway," she said.

•
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Letter to the Editor
I'm an avid racquetball player, as are several of my friends.
In fact, there are a large number
of people on this campus that
enjoy the sport. The UCF intramural racquetball tournaments
are a lot of fun and a great way to
meet other players. When I came
here, I was disappointed to discover that the only racquetball
courts on the UCF campus were
outdoors, only partially covered,

and disgustingly dirty. In the
summer when it's either ninetyfive degrees outside or raining,
it's almost impossible to play in
those courts.
It amazes me that a university the size of UCF doesn't have
decent facilities for the sport. If a
small school like Valencia
Community College can manage
to provide quality, indoor, airconditioned racquetball courts to

its students, why can't UCF? The
original plan for the expansion of
the athletic facilities near the
Recreational Services building
included the construction of
indoor courts, but somebody
decided there wasn't enough
money for it.
In addition, due to that construction, the old racquetball
courts are being torn down.
Racquetball on this campus is

becoming a victim of finances.
This is why I am completely
angered that UCF and Student
Government
are
spending
$500,000 on upgrades to the
Reflection Pond.
This university can't justify
spending money on decent racquetball facilities, but they can
spend half a million dollars on
so~ething
that
absolutely
nobody on this campus can actu-

ally use. There is some very
interesting logic at work there.
UCF may be growing rapidly, but
as long as this type of logic prevails, UCF will continue to
remain a second rate school.
Sincerely,
- Andrey Krywonos

The·truth about ''Mary Jane"
BETH SHAW
STAFF WRITER

Lately the topic of legalizing
marijuana has come up and it has
often left me pondering whether
or not this drug is as harmful as
some claim. Like the good
"investigative reporter" I am, I
decided to do a little research.
The majority of my information came from a report by
Edward M. Rubin, a Psy.D. in a
report called "Some Facts About
Marijuana." I found this report on
the website Addiction and
Recovery posted by America Online.
As it turns out, marijuana has
been around for centuries, actually it dates back to 2700 BC where
it was used in China medicinally.

Queen Victoria used it for menstrual cramps and headaches.
Marijuana's active ingredient
is delta-9-Tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC). Yeah, that means
absolutely nothing to me too, but
hey at least you will look smart in
trivial pursuit. This hard to pronounce ingredient is what causes
the "high" in the drug. In shortterm effects marijuana makes a
user giggle or' talk more which is
due to the feeling of euphoria.
As fun as this may be the
drug wears off in a couple of
hours and it reduces the users
short-term memory, impairs the
ability to think logically, and it
also impairs the ability to perform complex tasks such as operating a car. It can also effect reaction time, depth perception, and

peripheral vision. Gee, this just
keeps sounding better and better.
A new drug to try and regulate
and set limits on. I can't wait to
see the new kind of Dill's that get
issued.
Some studies have shown
that people who smoke marijuana
for an extended period of time
often have chronic bronchitis and
respiratory problems. These
long-term users often lose drive
and energy and have impaired
memory and infantile thinking.
Man, when are they going to start
selling pot in those handy cigarette machines? I know I can't
wait.
In the Addiction and
Recovery website, it says that a
few researchers have found that
marijuana used chronically (par-

don the pun) can include chromosome damage, reduced levels of
male sex hormone in the body,
reduced body defenses against
infection, and brain and liver
damage.
Unfortunately,
an
Institute of Medicine review said
that these effects didn't usually
occur.
Several other sites I found on
the web said the while marijuana
is one of the "weaker drugs" what
ever that means, it still has detrimental effects to people who use
it frequently. It has been proven
that marijuana can be addictive
and people who have mental illnesses don't get better after using
it.
So why all the controversy? I
don't get it. I am sure that there
are many drugs that have positive

effects on people as well as detrimental ones, so why don't we just
legalize those too? The idea that
legalizing marijuana would
somehow make the world .a happier place by helping tax payers
save money is a total cop-out.
Sure if we lived in a perfect society and we could legalize drugs
without them getting out of hand
then I would say go for it. But we
don't. Their are enough legal
drugs screwing people up to add
a new one to the list.
As far as saving money goes,
I would rather pay tax money to
be sure that my children (future
children that is) are not faced
with whether or not to smoke cigarettes, drink, and/or smoke pot,
simply because it is legal.

Holocaust denial debunked by Emory professor
THE EMORY WHEEL
EMORY UNIVERSITY

This
week,
Deborah
Lipstadt, professor of modern
Jewish and Holocaust studies,
and one of the world's leading
authorities on the Holocaust,
came out on the winning end of
her day in court. Because of her,
Holocaust denial has been dealt a
major setback.
The case involved historian
David Irving's charges that

Lipstadt libeled him in her book,
"Denying the Holocaust: The
Growing Assault on Truth and
Memory," by referring to him as
a "dangerous Holocaust denier."
Irving tried to portray himself as
simply the proponent of a differing account of history. But his
account strayed so far from the
historical mainstream, it was
laughable.
In her book, Lipstadt
attacked Irving's version of World
War II and Holocaust history,

including his assertions that play
fast and loose with history.
Among the more outrageous
claims are Irving's contentions
that Nazi propaganda minister
Joseph Goebels, not Adolph
Hitler, was responsible for the
genocide, and that far fewer than
6 million Jews died in the
Holocaust. Of those who were
killed, Irving also believes none
died in gas chambers.
Under Britain's strict libel
laws, Lipstadt was forced to

defend not only her own accusations against Irving, but the very
existence of the Holocaust as
well.
Although this is not a difficult position to prove. the stakes
m this trial were high. The
Holocaust occurred more than 50
years ago. Many survivors have
died, and the memories of those
who remain are fading. At the
same time, neo-Nazi groups and
HoJ ocaust deniers are stepping
up their efforts to rewrite history
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for their own purposes, putting
the truth in a dangerous bind.
While this trial will surely
not end these attacks, it will push
them even further toward the
fringes.
Because of Lipstadt, the
truth of the Holocaust has now
been officially entered into the
cannon of British common law,
and can be used as a precedent
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C A B I N E T 2000
Applications are currently available in the
Student Government Office or by
emailing Ckurle77@aol.com.
If you have any ·questions please call
(407)823-2191

Positions Open:
)- Attorney General
)- Director of Public Relations
)- Judicial Advisor
)- Director of Multi-Cultural Affairs
)- Director of Academic and Administrative Affairs
)- Director of Governmental Affairs
)- Director of Housing, Transportation, and Safety
)- Director of Campus Services
)- Director of Pride & Tradition and Campus Involvement
)- Director of Technology
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By CHRISTOPHER ZAPATIER

TRY OUR SOON TO

•

GRAY

Monday, April 3. It wa~ one
of those wonderful, lazy days
that occur about as frequently as
the full moon. I had crammed a
full-body workout, studying for
a full course load and working
full-time hours all into one
weekend. I awoke around noon
to find myself with a wholly
vac~t schedule, I opened my
blinds and gazed upon a picture
perfect representation of a
spring day.
Although it occurred to me
to spend the entire day tanning
poolside, I knew my conscience
would never allow me to enjoy
such opulent indolence, and I
had to run at least one errand to
consider it a productive day. I
decided that grocery shopping
would satisfy that criterion.
Upon arriving at Publix, I
circumvented old ladies in moomoos and navigated the grocery
cart obstacle col,Jrse before
docking my car. Crossing the
parking lot I kept a careful lookout for the macho jerks on
Japanese motorcycles and the
sorority debutantes in latemodel dad-~ought cars who
made it into a university but
can't read speed limits or stop
signs.
When I ·reached the curb,
the access ramp was cordoned
off from end to end by an SUV
as big as a beached blue whale.
The SUV's owners had docked
their tugboat of a truck in the
fire lane simply to .avoid the 20
foot walk to the ATM machine.
With the ramped blocked off, an
old man with a cane had to
avoid sh.rubbery and other
pedestrians as he hobbled up the
curb. As he pass~d the two girls
at the ATM he tactfully chided
them, "People need to use the
ramp that your car is blocking,
you shouldn't be so inconsiderate." These two blockheads
were obviously suffering from
an advanced case of shamelessness, a quality which the playwright Euripides referred to as
"A disease, the worst of all
kinds". Rather than rectify the
act of inconsiderate idiocy they
had committed or even

acknowledge that they were in
the wrong, the girls responded
with a sassy "whatever".
Apparently, respect .for their
elders is a virtue as, lost on my
generation as reading books. I
walked by and simply shook my
head in disgust. As I entered the
market I overheard the conversation of three UCF carboncopy "young adults" behind me
who had also witnessed the
scene. They were of the opinion
that the elder gentleman was a
grumpy old man who should
mind his own business. I could
hardly believe my ears! These
kids were criticizing the senior
instead of publicly applauding
him for having the nerve to say
what every other passerby with
class and couth was thinking .
In addition to being parked
in what was clearly marked as a
NO PARKING FIRE LANE,
the vehicle was blocking any
and all access to the entrance for
handicapped
customers.
Parking in a handicapped spot is
an offense punishable by a fine
of $150 dollars, and parking in a
.:fire lane is downright dangerous, so where were the police?
Probably busy arresting a student in Knights Crossing for
stepping out of his apartment
with a beer can.
Am I the only person on
earth who was taught consideration for the 6 billion people
who share the planet with me?
Every time I leave the house I
find myself surrounded by folks
who believe they have replaced
the sun as the center of the universe. For example, the guy at
UCF's computer lab who prints
up 50 copies of a 50-page document when the lab is most
crowded, and the lady who
blocks the intersection in rush
hour traffic because if she didn't
make the light then no one
should.
Call it a belated New Year's
resolution, call it a random act
of kindness, call it whatever you
want, but let's try to reintegrate
courtesy into our daily routine,
because I have heard that it is
contagious.

Holocaust topic of heated
debate for professor
FROM PAGE

1

for future court cases. The judge in the trial took special care to
include a scathing criticism of Irving and his "research" methods in
his ruling. This makes the job of any author confronting deniers in
the future that much easier, and puts pressure on anyone wishing to
follow in Irving's footsteps.
The timing of Lipstdt's victory is especially sweet; Emory had
designated this week as a time for Holocaust remembrance, even
before the verdict came in. Now, instead of just a time of sober
reflection and regret, this week can include a touch of joy, that truth
has prevailed over falsification.
With Lipstadt's victory, the truth of the Holocaust will remain
in the world's memory, hopefully for a long time to come. If history doesn't learn anything from the tragedy of the Holocaust, those
millions of deaths will have been in vain.
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Submarine movie is sub-par
MIKE LEE
STAFF WRITER

Jonathan Mostow's "U-571" succeeds as an exercise in formulaic filrnmaking, but fails ultimately to transcend the
conventions which define and de-authenticate the submarine war genre. The dialogue is stale, the characters are purely
functional, and the film lacks the plausibility needed for a based-on-a-true-story text.
The story sinks initially and never
manages to resurface. In the opening
sequence of the film, German U-Boat U571 is heavily damaged, effectively disabled in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean.
Aboard the stranded vessel is Enigma, the
Nazi's top secret decoding machine.
Naturally, the ·Allied forces
become aware of U-57l's status. An
American submarine crew is assigned to a
mission to seize Enigma. Disguised as a
German rescue unit, the crew is to board
the Nazi sub, overtake the vessel, and
destroy any evidence of its existence.
As one might expect, the
mission doesn' t follow as
planned. The American crew is
about to board the Nazi sub
from their inflatable boats
when a German soldier suddenly spots

American weaponry underneath German
uniform. The soldier informs his captain.
The captain orders his men to fire their
weapons. And in a classic example of
high-action cliche, the Germans misfire
badly and the Americans kill _with incredible accuracy.
The Americans secure Enigma.
Mission accomplished. Now, all they have
to do is· get back to their vessel and go
home.
But what action movie would be
complete without the predictable plot
twists?
A Nazi ·destroyer torpedoes the
American submarine, and the crew · is
forced to escape in U-571. Their first problem is a big one: all of the control panels
are written in German. Of course, there is
the sovereign hero, the American soldier
fluent in German who translates the language for the crew.
That's the formula for the rest of
the movie. The Americans are faced with a
problem. They resolve the problem.
Another
dilemma
emerges. Another solution.
The .
final
sequence of the film
yields no surprises.
Because of the struc-

ture of the script, we've been conditioned at times we're so engaged we forget we're
to anticipate success no matter how bleak watching a film. Suspense is constructed
upon the characters' emotional responses,
the situation may seem to be.
.
Attempting to recreate the under- and because we've had adequate time to
water excitement of ''Das Boot" and "The observe their habits and identify with their
Hunt For Red October," Mostow, who also situation, the tension feels very real.
Unable to engage the audience at
wrote the screenplay, packs every scene
with so much action that little room is a personal level, the tension in "U-571"
spared for character development. There feels contrived. Suspense is entirely
are no personalities aboard U-571; the action-driven. We're constantly reminded
characters exist only to drive the plot for- that indeed we're watching a film.
Surround sound in "U-571" is
ward. Says Captain Dahlgren (Bill Paxton)
to
Lieutenant
Tyler
(Matthew like nothing I've heard before. Gunfire
McConaughey), "You can't hesitate. You whizzes overhead. Leaky pipes drip nearhave to act. If you don't, you put the entire by. The movie theatre rumbles with every
crew at risk." In other words: act first and explosion. Essentially, however, sound is
meaningless to the narrative; it functions
think later.
In "Das Boot," Wolfgang solely as a "shock device" for the audiPetersen makes a concerted effort to get us ence's enjoym~nt.
"U-571" uses the same elements
to know his characters. As the film progresses, we are able to ascertain their dis- of irony and pastiche that made last year's
tinct and distin- "Deep Blue Sea" ·implicitly entertaining.
guishable
Both films draw upon the works of ma~ter
personali- texts - "U-571" vs. "Das Boot"; "Deep
. ties. We Blue Sea" vs. "Jaws" - an,d in a way it's
' fun to watch the present emulate the past.
are
encour:..
"U-571" can only be appreciated
aged to as mindless entertainment. Purposefully
constructed for a movie theatre audience,
the film is cliched and predictable and will
probably make a boatload of money. Now:
that's an enigma.
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Dear Nancy,
My friend calls me five times a day, which is
fine but she doesn't have anything to say. I've
started screening my phone calls because I don't know
what to say to her. I don't want to hurt her feelings, but
I think it's a waste of time to be_on the phone with her
so much. What should I do?
-Annoyed

- Dear Annoyed,

•••

Screening your calls works fine for a short-term
plan but it will eventually cause more harm than good.
You're going to have to lie to her when you do talk to her.
Because she'll probably ask where you were the four out of
five times you didn't answer your phone. And that will lead
to more problems in your friendship.
I would come right out and say what's on your ·
mind-in a nice way of course. When she calls for the sec, ond or third time say, "I just talked to you, what could have
possibly happened since then?" Try to sound like you're
joking and play it off like that for awhile and see if she gets
the hints.
If she doesn't get it try yelling .'prank caller' into
the phone each time she calls. And if she still calls, get a
new number and a new friend with a life.

•••

JUST .FOR THE BUCK OF IT!
MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY

8

P.M. - CLOSE

$1 oo HOME-BREWED PINTS
2 FOR 1 WELL DRINKS
$100 OFF Ho·usE WINES

1I, Dear Nancy?
I have a problem with guys-every time I meet
someone I like I act like I don't want anything to
do with them. I just can't bring myself to let someone
know that I like them. Maybe I'm afraid of rejection or
not confident enough, I don't know, what do you think?
-Confused
Dear Confused,
You're not confused, you figured out your own
problem. Now you just have to do something about it.
I say you start working on that self esteem problem of
yours. Go to the gym, keep a journal with all ~f the things
you like about yourself, watch Oprah-find out what
makes you feel confident and do it.
I'm glad to hear you 're not throwing yourself at
every guy you meet. It means you have self-dignity. You're
actually lucky with your problem-you could be the other
way around. Guys_ probably see it as playing hard to get
anyway, and that never killed anybody.

1280 OVIEDO
MARKETPLACE
BOULEVARD.
OVIEDO, FL 32765
(PRIVATE ENTRANCE NEAR REGAL CINEMA)

407 .359.6567

•••

OPEN FOR LUNCH AND DINNER

•••
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Fully Furnished Rooms
Utilities Included
FREE Local Phone
FREE Cable TV
FREE Internet
Monitored Alarms
Full Size Washer/Dryer
Dishwasher
Microwave
'!<

WI

• Swimming Pool
• _Fitness C.enter
• Hot Tubs (Knight's Court)
• Computer Labs
• Basketball Courts
• Tennis Courts
• Sand Volleyball Courts
• Tanning Beds Available
• Planned Social Events
• Co-Sponsored University Activities
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..... 12440 Golden Knight Circle

,.. 407.380.5807,

With our individual leases,
you are only responsible for
yourself, not your roommates.
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This is the reason
College Park Communities
is #1 in student housing. All
the amenities you can imagine.

ROOMMATE MATCHIN~
The freedom to be on
your own but not alone. We'll
help you find the perfect match.
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Universal beets up attractions
PATTY CANEDO
STAFF WRITER

It's summer time again and what
does that mean to us, the inhabitants of
Orlando? Besides sweltering heat,
tourists l The ever-expanding theme parks
that neighbor UCF attract thousands upon
thousands of guests every year. But what
keeps the people returning year after
year? In the quest to attract th~ most
patrons, the theme parks are constantly
coming up with the most innovative and
futuristic attractions.
Of course, the most recent
demonstration of these attractions would
be the building of the latest theme park,
Islands of Adventure. Offering the latest
in 3-d adventi.rre, thrilling roller coasters,
and immense fun, Islands of Adventure
promises to be one of the busiest hot
spots this summer.
Along with the new theme park,
Universal Studios has been improving
upon its original park. Your mission is to
save the streets of New York from the
invading aliens while your vehicle spins
out of control. If you succeed in saving
the earth you too can become one of the
Men In Black. The Men In Black Alien
Attack just open this past April and was
inaugurated by the MIB stars Will Smith

and Rip Tome.
But Universal is not the
only park to keep its guest on its
toes. Disney has just recently
announced the construction of a
new attraction at the Epcot
Center. In the place of the
Horizons ride will be a new
space adventure. Now you don't
have to be an astronaut to experience the thrill of a space shuttle
launch. The new attr_flction will
simulate a shuttle lift off as well ·
as simulating the feel of re-entering earth! Unfortunately, the ride
will be under construction till
2003. But until then you can
experience the latest ride the test
track. Feel the intensity of a 50degree curve going 60 miles an
hour, hairpin turns all the thrill of
a test track but on this ride
you 're the test dummy.
Although the theme
parks only attract more tourist
causing traffic congestion, longer
restaurant waits, and so on; the
bright note is that with the
growth of these theme parks
comes more jobs. These parks
supply a great number of students with well paying, benefiSPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
cial employment.
Along with the new theme park, Universal Studios has be~n improving upon its original park.
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The rever dean ep vou dancing
PATTY CANEDO
STAFF WRITER

He can't heal your sins or save
your soul but his music can get you
dance! The Reverend Horton Heat
has released his latest CD, Spend A
Night In The Box.
Jim Heath, guitars and vocals,
Jimbo Wallace, bass, and Scott
Churilla, drums, are the thriving force '1
behind the success of the irrefutable ,_f
outlaw pontiff of punkabilly. Straight h
out of the heart of Texas the band has
· seven, including the latest, CDs
released and has even made a few acting appearances; including a role on
"The Drew Carey Show" in 1998 and
the independent film "Love and a .45".
The Rev's latest CD was recorded
at Willie Nelson's Pedemales Studio and
produced by Butthole Suifers guitarist,
Paul Leary. The CD is a mix of rock and

swing thrown together in a
funky combo. With searing
guitar lick and growling
vocals Spend A . Night
In The Box features
several distinct tracks,
such as a catchy
trucker
anthem,
Sleeper
Coach
Driver. The Speed
Racer-styled song
has a toe tapping
beat and infectious
lyrics.
But not all of
The Rev's songs are as
upbeat as the trucking
song. The Girl In Blue is a
heartbreak ballad straight
out of a cocktail lounge,
with an incredible guitar
solo and "cool cat slapping bass".
Overall, Spend A Night In The

Box has a fun swing, rock, danceable,
rhythm with catchy, toe tapping lyrics.
Accompanied with skilled guitar and drum
playing, makes for great listening.
Although the band has a rather
unusual, clergy like name they do produce
some blistering stage performances and
musical prowess. So where did the name
come from? "There used to be this guy
who ran this place in Deep Ellum, Texas
who used to call me Horton- my last name
is Heath.
This guy hired me and right
before the show he goes 'Your stage name
should be Reverend Horton Heat! Your
music is like. gospel,"' said The Rev. Oddly
enough, the crowd started to chant "Yeah
Reverend" and eventually the bar owner
who made the suggestion became a
preacher.
For more information on the band
and touring dates you can hit their website,
www.reverendhortonheat.com
or
www.timebombrecordings.com.

TBE PERFECT JOB FOR
UCF STUDENTS!!

$100
BIREBONUS!
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB WITH FULL-TIME PAY OR A
PART-TIME JOB THAT ·woRKS AROUND YOUR SCHEDULE.
DIALAMERICA MARKETING IS THE PLACE FOR YOU!!

$9·$15/BOUR!!·
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES!!
PAID TRAINING!!
BONUS INCENTIVES!!
CONTACT THE OFFICE NEAREST YOU TODAY.

ORLANDO
QUORUM CENTER
4205 VINELAND RD SUITE L-3
ORLANDO, FL (14 AT EXIT 32)
( 407)649-9606

WINTER PARK
COMMERCE CENTER
3592 ALOMA AVE. SUIT£ 6
WINTERPARK, FL (ALOMA & 436)
( 407)673-9700

DlflAIERICI IARKETING INC.
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Earth Dav rocks downtown Orlando
~

JOE DORSEY
STAFF WRITER

Thousands crowded the
streets of downtown Orlando for
101.1 WJRR's Earth day Birthday
concert on April 22.
This is the seventh annual
Earth day birthday, and it has steadily grown in popularity over the years.
Earth day Birthday seven promised
to be the best ever, showcasing top
selling artists like Doubledrive, Full
Devil Jacket, Jimmy's Chicken
Shack, Our Lady Peace, Caroline's
Spine, Three Doors Down, One
Minute Silence and Sevendust.
A local stage at club Cairo
also showcased Orlando's local top
bands.
In between sets, WJRR's
Taco Bob, Pat Lynch, The Razor, and
Larry the cable guy added funny
commentary to keep the crowd's
spirits up.
After a set, fans could walk
down to the signing booth and purchase stuff to be signed by their
favorite bands.
This was Doubledrive's second appearance at an Earth day show,
and judging by the cheers from the
audience as they took the stage, they
have developed a large following in
the span of one year.
The acoustics were much better this
year than years past. Most of the
bands played flawlessly and with
very little audio problems.
Our Lady Peace stole the

show with excellent performances of
their hits, "Clumsy," "One Man
Army," "Starseed," and "Is anybody
Home."
Full Devil Jacket got the
hard rock fans in the crowd warmed
up for Sevendust, while Three Doors
Down and Double Drive provided
the melodic, southern rock that
Florida has embraced.
This was Full
Devil Jacket's second appearance at
Earth day Birthday as well.
Last year they were playing
the local stage. This time they got to
play with the big boys After going
on tour with Coal Chamber and Type
0 Negative, FDJ was happy to return
to their adopted city of Orlando.
Last year, the headliner,
Godsmack rocked the streets of
downtown Orlando. This time it
was, Atlanta's own, Sevendust's job.

WJRR's
lunchtime
Fiasco host
Taco Bob
crowd surfs ·
during the
Seventh
Annuai
Earth Day
Celebration in
downtown
Orlando.
>!

lots gathered
downtown
making this
year's cele·
bration the
largest ever.

Sevendust's metal sounds sent the
crowd into a frenzy. Some of the
crowd's favorites were the singles
"Denial" and "Waffle" off of their
most recent album, Home. This was
one of many awesome performances
by Sevendust in Orlando overthe last
year.
All in all, this year's Earth
day Birthday concert was great. This
concert h~lps to expose many budding rock bands to the masses.
Judging by the popularity of
veterans Doubledrive and Full Devil
Jacket, Earth day birthday is doing
it's job of keeping us informed of
what rocks.

t
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Serve as assistant to Student
Government Senate Secretary
Summer, Fall and Spring
Semesters
Hours are Flexible
(Monday through Friday - 15 to 20 Hours)

~

Must have working knowledge
of Microsoft Office Products, a
positive team spirit and be
available for Senate Meetings.

Applications may be picked up at the Reception
Desk in the Student Government Office
Student Union, Room 214

Any Questions? Call 407-823-2191
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FINALS WEEK HOURS
April 25-May 1 Only!

University Writing Center
flt
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LEAD STORIES

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY

4:00pm
4:00pm
4:00pm
4:00pm
3:00pm

9:00am
9:00am
9:00am
9:00am

Saturday and Sunday

tion because she had not provided the proper
"medical evidence" that her leg had been ampu-A group of athletes and administra- tated (even though voluminous hospital records
tors of the traditional Turkish sport of oil were in her file). Maliszewska attended each
wrestling (grappling contests made more interest- hearing and could have shown her artificial leg
ing by heavy applications of olive oil) protested and the stump that ends at her right knee but was
to the government in April when they discovered , never asked even to speak. (After a February New
that an organization of gay men was planning to York Daily News story, the state quickly
attend a major tournament in July near the city of reopened the case.)
Edirne to ogle. (According to a Reuters news service reporter, "Putting a hand down the oppoPeople With Issues
nent's trousers to get a ~etter grip is a common
tactic.")
-Wynema Faye Shumate, 65, was
arrested in Ladson, S.C., in March on two.
The chief justice of oil-rich Brunei ruled charges of mishandling a dead body. The case
in March that Prince Jefri, the 46-year-old broth- came to light when a 27-year-old Englishman
er of the Sultan of Brunei, was entitled to an flew to America to marry Shumate after a hot
allowance of about $300,000 a month while Internet romance but discovered that Shumate
awaiting trial on the Sultan's lawsuit that Jefri was not the age-30ish woman she had portrayed
misspent $15 billion while·in charge of the coun- online. According to police, when the man asked
try's investments. A preliminary audit , showed Shumate if she had other surprises, she told him
that playboy Jefri had bought himself$2.7 billion about the carved-up body in the freezer, which
worth of toys in 10 years, including 17 airplanes, was that of her male former housemate, who
2,000 cars, and a huge yacht that 4e named Shumate said had died the year before of natural
"Tits," and whose two dinghies he named causes. Shumate was cleared of causing the
"Nipple I" and "Nipple 2."
death, but, according to the Englishman, the wedding is off.

CLOSED

See our wbsite or call us for an appointment:
http://reach.ucf.edu/-uwc
407-823-21.97

"Because Writers Need Readers''

Favorite Cinema
Lake Howell 8 Theater

An Urban Legend Come to Life

Locatea in the Lake Howell
Square Shopping Center
1271 Semoran Blva.
Casselberry, FL 32707
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Some restrictions may apply aue to
contractual obligations with film companies

Ristorante Italiano

UCF
SPECIAL! May 6th
1 FREE Bottle of Champagne
(group of 6 or more)

\

Please call for reservations for parties of 6 or more

Open for Lunch & Dinner
11am to 10:30pm
l

100 Carrigan Avenue • Oviedo, Fl
Corner of Alafaya Trail

365-4774

Two years ago, in a bogus Internet news
story, a South African hospital with a high fatality rate had discovered that a cleaning lady had
been plugging her floor polisher in each night by
briefly unplugging an appliance that was,
unknown to her, a life-support machine. In
November 1999, Chicago's TV Channel 7 lost
sound for 25 minutes on the final night of the crucial ratings "sweeps" week when deaning-service personnel plugged a floor buffer into the station's master control outlet, overpowering an
audio circuit and driving away 40 percent of the
prime-time audience.

-In a case unique among women who
keep too many cats at home, a judge in Fairfax
County, Va., told U.S. Navy program analyst
Kristin Kierig in November that she could keep
the 104 cats that share her Annandale, Va., townhouse because the house is apparently clean and
the cats groomed and in good health. Kierig produced medical records on the cats, showed that
she cleans the 101 litter boxes twice a day and
keeps the 15 water bowls and 20 food bowls
stocked, and said she can recognize each cat by
name (but she did confess that her house might
have an "odor").

Recurring Themes
Government in Action
: ·

After Ivory Coast's soccer team was
eliminated from the African Nations Cup in
January, the country's military ruler, Gen. Robert
Guei, had the team arrested and put in a military
prison for two days. Addressing the players, Guei
said, "I asked that you be taken there so you
reflect awhile. Next time (if you play badly) you
will stay there for military service ... until a sense
of civic pride gets into your heads."
In January, a Philadelphia city-funded
community organization published a pamphlet on
health and safety tips for prostitutes, which recommended always getting on top, negotiating
price before getting into a car, and getting the
money in ac;lvance.
. Also in January, a member of the
Canadian Parliament released a list of recent
pamphlets directly funded by the government,
including "How to Communicate With the Dead,"
"How to Stimulate the G-spot," and "How to
Understand· and Enjoy an Orgasm."

-News of the Weird has regularly
reported highway truck spills over the years, but
a December spill in Providence, R.I., interwove
another News of the Weird theme: the tacky, wayward public official. Rhode Island Department of
Transportation. maintenance supervisor Thomas
E. Jackvony Jr. was charged with larceny
because, according to police, when he was supervising the cleanup of grocery-store items from an
18-wheeler'go spill, he also grabbed whatever
items he could and put them into his car. Police .
recovered 15 packages of cookies, 15 home electronic scales and 20 cassette tapes.

Also, in the Last Month •••

Despite many anti-smoking programs
sponsored by the U.S. government, a Senate subcommittee found last year that the Department of
Housing and Urban Development had spent $4.2
million since 1996 to help American Indians
build discount cigarette stores as part of the federal community block-grant program. (In April
2000, legislation was introduced in the Senate to
end the practice.)

A man in a wheelchair and wearing a
beanie robbed a We1ls Fargo Bank, instructing
the tellers to fill the beanie with cash (Pleasant
Hill, Calif.).
A woman won $171,000 from a jury for
slipping on a piece of broccoli in a Grand Union
supermarket (Bennington, Vt.). A Washington,
D.C., police officer was found guilty of sexual
assault, becoming the 16th officer on the force in
15 months to be convicted of a crime.
The Ohio liquor control agency banned
as offensive the Belgian ale Manneken Pis
because its label features a boy urinating. At least
two viewers smashed their TV picture tubes trying to kill the high-definition cockroach crawling
across the screen as part of a r~cent Orkin commercial.

In January, a New York state administrative law judge ruled after four hearings in three
years that Krystyna Maliszewska, 51, of
Brooklyn was not eligible for worker compensa-

(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd,
P.O. Box 18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679 or
Weirc@compuserve.com,
or
go
to
www.NewsoftheWeird.com/.)
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HELP WANTED
Small landscape maintenance company needs
part-time and full-time help. If you enjoy
being outdoors and like to work with minimal
supervision, please call 407-365-4458.
Located in the UCF area.
Spanish and Portuguese ASP Programmers
Candidates wanted for new international web
site development work in Orlando. Must have
experience in ASP and HTML development
using MS Interdev. Visual Basic and SQL
Server experience is a plus. Candidates must
possess superb oral and written skills in
Spanish or Portuguese. Strong English communication skills are also a must. Full-time
and part-time positions available. Please email
resume to jobs@financialweb.com
Now seeking students to work on campus. Up
to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone
number for Michael @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 316.
Central Florida Regional Hospital has
Internships
Available in Marketing, Activities
Coordination, Geriatrics & Administration. If
interested call 407-321-4500 x 5784.
A national leader in quality childcare,
Childtime Children's Centers - located in
Oviedo - close to UCF - is seeking
full-time/part-time caregivers for our Infant Pre-K programs. Contact Donna Lewis at
407-977-0525 for more information.
WORK WITH KIDS! HAVE FUN!
BROTHER/SISTER CAMPS NH/MAINE
SEEK COUNSELORS: TENNIS, SWIM,
WATERSKIING, LANDSPORTS, SAILING,
MORE! SALARY, TRAVEL,
ROOM/BOARD.
CEDAR (BOYS): 888-844-8080
APPLY: WWW.CA.MPCEDAR.COM
WICOSUTA (GIRLS): 800-846-9426
APPLY: WWW.CAMPWICOSUTA.COM
BARTENDER
Make $100-$250 per night
No experience necessary
Call 1-800-981-8168 ext. 295
Play or work? Why not"both? Winter Park
specialty toy store hiring part-time & full-time
sales & entry level manager. 407-622-8697 or
fax resume to 407-622-1590.
Live-in Nanny. needed for summer.
May 20 - August 17. References needed. wk
407-521-2750 or hm 407-909-0044.
Perfect PIT Home Business
www.networkteam.com code 2920
or 24 hr. message 800-688-8987

FunU.com
Leading college community web site looking
for highly motivated, energetic campus sales
representatives. Gain invaluable experience,
earn internship credits, make excellent commissions and bonuses. Fax resume:
954-577-9228 (attn: Gary),
email: jobs@FunU.com or call
1-888-921-FunU.
Sales - $1,500/wk! lf you can
give away our Electronic Check
Recovery Service to retailers.
Call 888-303-8466 ext. 636
Graduating? Looking for a career in
Leadership? Do you like children? Spend your
winters in Florida and summers in Maine.
Camp Laurel South, a quality co-ed children's
summer camp in Maine, is looking for a
dynamic person to join our year-round team.
Computer knowledge essential. Our winter
office is located in Gainesville, Florida. Great
salary and benefits in a fun, professional
atmosphere. Please call Frank or Jennifer to
set up an interview. 352-331-4600 or
888-528-7357. Visit us at
www.camplaurelsouth.com or email us at
fun@camplaurelsouth.com
After school care (4 days) for our 7 & 9 yr
olds. Approximately 17 hrs/week. Must be
responsible, caring & possess valid drivers
license. Lake Mary 407-302-7997 . Could turn
in to full-time summer employment.
Mystery Shoppers needed for Orlando area
businesses. Get paid to shop! Plus, get free
meals, merchandise and more! To receive free
details, send # 10 SASE to: S&J Marketing,
Shoppers Division, 10151 University Blvd.,
Orlando, FL 32817.
Circle Me!!!
Summer Work
$11.25 base - Appl.
PIT - FIT positions throughout
Florida. Flexible around
finals/summer school. Customer service/sales.
Conditions apply (407) 862-8786
www.workforstudents.com/np
Christian Preschool Teachers, Afternoon
Teachers (3:00 - 6:00 pm), Substitutes &
Bus Driver for Field Trips Needed for Union
Park Christian School, 10301 East Colonial
Drive, Orlando. If you love children and God,
· ca;; 407-282-0551.
Water safety certified lifeguard for summer
camp; Part-time; wage based on experience.
If interested call 407-943-1809 or
407-346-1578.
COPY EDITOR- Needed.for Spanish version
of financial internet site. Fluent
English/Spanish, basic understanding of
investment-related topics a must. Send
resume: csurran@financialweb.com or fax
407-834-3870
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Internet company seeks individuals to input
info for growing sites. Avg $8-$15/hr at your
own pace from home! No experience, only
simple web understanding.
www.anteater.com/jobs.htrnl
jobs@anteater.com

Special Summer Staff Needed!!!
Residential counselors needed to assist
disabled campers in recreational summer
camp. Salary+ R&B. (352) 383-4711.
$$$INTERNET GOLD$$$
Ground-floor opportunity with an incredible
E-commerce business. Unlimited potential!
·
Interested? E-mail inquiries to
Gwulff@aol.com

Room for rent in house $35Q. W/D, pool,
cable, electric, included. Non-smoker/drinker
SWF only off Lake Underhill and Econ.
Contact: Cherise@ 404-921-4400.

YACA170NS

Editor/Journalist needed for e-mail newsletter
hosting company. Prior newsletter writing
experience a plus. Competitive salary with
benefits including healthcare, 40l(k) plan.
Call 407-331-5888 for more information toemail us atjobs@SJMail.com
SUMMER NANNY FOR NEWBORN
30+ hrs/week, May-August
for downtown area family.
Infant care experience,
excellent references a must.
Experienced, nuturing,
responsible sitters please call:
Pat or David (407) 648-5264
Job Description available.
Potential long-term position.

BE FLEXIBLE .•• SAVE$$$
Europe $199 (o/w +taxes)
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!!
Call: 800-326-2009
www.4cheapair.com

For Rent
2 Bed 2 Bath Townhouse $565/month
$500 security deposit
Clean & new carpet. Walk to UCF. 1,100 sq.
feet. Call Greg at 407-249-3845

A $39 Hotels Etc. membership
50% off Hotels Nationwide
FREE 3 day/2 night vacation
FREE $2,000 gift check
FREE Golf Etc. membership
24 hr. message 407-352-6714

College Park - l or 2 non-smoking persons to
rent 2/1 furnished apt. fa~ June, July and
August. $695 +utilities (407) 843-5719.
Two Female Roommates needed. 3 bedroom/2
bath home on lake/pool. Security system/furnished. Seven minutes from UCF campus.
$380.00 month includes utilities. Open or yrly.
lease 941-461-5100 or 941-694-9700

CLUBS

Teachers, Assistants & Summer Counselors
needed for state-of-the-art preschool & schoolage center. Best place around for kids& staff!
Great opportunity to broaden your experience
in the field of education. PIT & FIT available.
Stop by KidTown: 1460 Tuskawilla,
Winter Springs. "Call 407-696-0113;
Fax 407-696-0126.
Level II-ill Equity Traders & Experienced
Trainers for our Proprietary Trading Desk.
Will train ambitious, dedicated and self-disciplined achievers. Requires inte9se focus, effort
& skills. Risk-free career potential (trade our
capital). Generous % payout based on performance. Fax resume to Attn: Chad
407-648-9546.

The UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union meets Tuesdays at 8:00 pm in the
Student Union. Check monitor for room
location. Join us!

FOR SALE
MARY KAY
Experience the difference- what the # l selling
brand of skin care and color cosmetics can do
for you! Try before you buy, gift with every
purchase and free delivery. Call Anita at
407-539-2386.
Volkswagens: Preowned with a
2 YEAR WARRANTY! Call RON at
Royal VW. 407-644-2222.
Nice selection & AFFORDABLE.

Part-time Receptionist/Bookkeeper for mortgage company located in Altamonte Springs.
Computer skills needed, Business/Finance
majors, hours flexible. Call John at 407-8307066 or fax resume to 407-830-7148.
Swim Instructors • Wanted to teach summer
swim classes $9.50 hr. Must be certified. For
more information call (407) 699-1013.
TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, FAX
YOUR AD TO 407-977-0019.
Looking to earn money this fall in fun and
exciting ways? Apply now to become student
rep for sixdegrees! We're seeking motivated
campus leaders to promote the sixdegrees Web
site. If selected, we'll send you surprises all
summer long and kick off orientation together
in the fall. Are you ready? Write to
funandmoney@sixdegrees.com now and get
the information you need.

1 RENTER WANTED 312 house furnished
including bedrooms, quiet residential community, $250/month includes all utilities except
individual telephone line. Owner resides in
this residence. Call Brent at 407-823-5035
Daytime.

1990 Mazda MXq, sunroof, cruise control, power windows, good condition.
Appraised at $4,400 and will sell for $3,300
obo. 99,000 miles - call 407-629-6653.
SURPLUS ELECTRONICS and Used
Computers, Apple & PC; Capacitors; Fans;
Relays ; Transistors; Diodes; Connectors;
Transformers; ECLIPSE 1924 N. Goldenrod
Road, Orlando

SERVICES
UCF Recreational Services will be offering
swim lessons at the UCF pool beginning April
8th and will run through May 13th. Classes
will be held on Saturday mornings and will be
45 minutes long. Cost is only $55. Contact
Debbie Madison at 407-823-2391 for more
information.
$16,000 Travel package
for $1,295 & make $1,000!
FREE cruises, Hawaii,
Vegas! Not MLM
(407) 843-3999

(

Egg Donor Needed: Infertile couple needs
younger egg to conceive. You must be Asian
or Asian mixed 18-30 yrs. old. Compensation
and expenses paid for for qualifying donor.
Please call anytime (321) 984-8761. Serious
inquiries only.

UWi/11 ever see
daylight once
I have ajob?"
get all the answers:

FoRRENr

ucf.eGrad2000.com

UCF Area, fences 2/2 duplex, large
storage space, $750 negotiable
407-977-1649.
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Step through the door at Jefferson Commons,
and discover a whole new place to be yourself.

• Professional Management Services/24-hour Emergency Maintenance
• Individual Leases
• Lighted Basketball and Sand Volleyball Courts
· • State-of-the-Art Fitness Facility ~d Tanning Bed
• Student Clubhouse Gameroom with Billiards, Television and Stereo
• Resort Style Pool Plaza featuring Outdoor Stereo System
• THX® Surround Sound Movie Theater
• Heated Outdoor Jacuzzi
• Beautiful Courtyard Areas
• Covered Parking (Optional)
• Private Bedrooms
• Deluxe Home Furnishings Package
•Fully-Equipped Computer Center with Study Rooms,
Fax Machine and Copier
• High Speed Internet Access
•Extended Basic Cable Television to Living Room and Bedroom(s)

<

(

40i7JJ382-4114
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Inconsistent Trojans
look to play spoiler
FROM PAGE, Page 32
junior Bill Oakley said.
"This is a really equal
conference this year, and
in the past it hasn't been
that way. Now a lot of
teams are going to be real
close."
TSU is seventh in the
TAAC with a 9-12 record,
and they have seen a very
up and down season,
including a nine-game
losing streak that has left
TSU with a 20-26 record.
But the Trojans have
some important players
that could provide UCF
with some trouble.
Junior shortstop Casey
Smith feads TSU with a
.411 average and he is
second with seven home

runs and 39 RBis. Junior
infielder
Jonathan
Smithers (.340-8-41) and
senior infielder Derrel
Kirkland
(.327-6-41)
have been the only other
consistent players in the
TSU lineup.
TSU has been searching
for starting pitching, and
Jason Bernard (5-5, 5.11
ERA), Aaron Kirkland
(2-5, 5.18), and Cale
Wright (2-6, 5.78) have
all filled the rotation as of
late. However, none of
them have found any consistency on the mound.
The Golden Knights run
to the TAAC title begins
this weekend, and TSU is
the first team in the way.
The Trojans pitching staff
should be wary.

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

Every run counted for UCF in this past weekend's series against Florida Atlantic,. in which the Knights took two out of three, putting
itself in great shape to win the TAAC regular season title.

New -c.oach
atouuh
grader
FROM PAGE, Page 32

rinall~.
Hey Graduate, it's
time to make some
grown-up choices.
Like what kind of
wheels to get. And
tbe Ford Co,llege

not grade linemen individually, but instead as a team.
McFarland said a good
grade for a lineman on his
scale is an 80 percent,
although that can be a difficult
grade
to
attain.
McFarland calls himself a
tough grader, adding that one
good individual performance
wonft carry as much weight
with him as five good performances.
"The lowest you can grade
is still graded as a winner, but
I just don't grade individuals,
I grade as a group," he said.
"I tell them that as an offen- ·
sive line that they want to
grade out great because that'll
probably mean we'll be winning football games. If you
have one grading 80 and ·the
rest grading 60, we don't win
football games.
"It can't just be one individual or two or three or four, it's
got to be all five. Sometimes,
you're going to have a game
where a guy has an incredible
game and grades 72-76, they
can be picked up by their
teammates. I grade them as
individuals, but I grade them
as a line and as a unit we have
to perform at a certain level.

"Can I send a
thank-you note
by e-mail?"

April 26, 2000
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Rest season looks promising for surging Knights

"Delivering Fun, Knowledge and Empowerment"

WRITERS and EDITORS NEEDED
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

With a series victory over Florida Atlantic last
weekend, DCF regained first place in the Trans
America Athletic Conference baseball standings.
But now with only three weeks remaining in the
regular season, DCF has its destiny in its own
hands.
"We're in first place and we're not going to look
back," Coach Jay Bergman said. "Nobody's
going to catch us from here on out. We hold our
own destiny and
that's the bottom
line."

after hitting 20 home runs and 74 RBis in 1999.
Brett Jarrett and Jason Page are the only pitchers with more than one win. Jarrett is 5-5 with a
6.04 ERA. Page is 4-6 with a 7.55 ERA. This is
a much different team than the one that beat DCF
two out of three in Macon last year and beat the
Golden Knights in the first game of the TAAC
Tournament.
With only a 4-15 road record, Mercer shouldn't provide much of a challenge. However, DCF
can't afford to take the Bears lightly with such a
slim lead in the conference. But DCF shouldn't

line is that DCF
plays two of its
final three conference series at
home, so the
Golden Knights
have the advantage on its side.
But more importantly, DCF is
only seven wins
shy of 40, which
has always been
the benchmark to
· receive a NCAA
Regional bid.
After not playing in the NCAA
Tournament the
past two years, all
the players and
coaches have said
all year long that
anything less than
a regional bid
would be a severe
disappointment.
Here is a look at
what DCF has to
face in the final
three weeks.

Trov
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Immediate Openings with one of Central Florida's
fastest-growing Dot Corns.
The successful candidate should possess:
• Excellent grammatical and editorial skills.
•Previous writing experience with a _newspaper,
magazine or online publication.
• A motivation to build your e-mail audience
through insightful and contemporary editorial.

L

We offer a competitive salary with a ·complete
benefit package including health care coverage,
401 (k} participation and paid vacations.
To apply call (407) 331-5888 or e-mail your
resume to jobs@sjMail.com.
Online Ventures International
250 C.R. 427 S. Ste. 110
Longwood, FL 32750

an equal opportunity employer

Degrees of Freedum
London •.••....• $475
Paris ..••...•.•••$458
Madrid •.••••.•. $607
Amsterdam ..• $558
Al fares are l'IJIJl"1CHrip. Tax n<Jt included
Some restrictions EIPPI'/.

Special Student Airfares
Eurail Passes
'-; - ~ · ~ Beds en a Budget
Adventure Holidays
Student IO s

....-"1··

,IL

(407) 541-2000
SIUDENI UNION

Pell us Clrcle Bldg 52 #:l.02-A

l>if;1TRAVEL I
WE'VE BEEN THERE.

Tinker field
(See preview on
Page 32)

Mercer lMav 451 Tinker field

~--

After finishing
in a tie for third
last year in the UCF's produdivity-from behind the plate has been aitkal to the team's play this season,
TAAC with DCF, often making the d"dference between victories and defeats.
the Bears have
had nothing go right all year. Mercer began the have a problem sweeping the Bears at home.
year with five consecutive losses, and they have
4

::~~;~fn ~~ ~~~erall record,

including

However, they have still managed to have a few
good wins, which UCF needs to avoid falling
into that category since the Golden Knights only ·
hold a one-game lead over FAU and Stetson.
Mercer defeated both FAD and Stetson once during their series, and they also have beaten South
Alabama, which is annually a NCAA
Tournament participant.
But Mercer has not put up impressive numbers
at the plate or on the mound. They are hitting
only .260 as a team, and they have a 7.31 ERA.
Brent Magouirk (.347-9-51) is the only starter
batting over .300, and he is the only force in the
Mercer lineup. Preseason All-TAAC outfielder
Chris Clayton ( .237-2-17) has struggled all year

.. FREE Pregnancy Testing <Immediate
Results)
.
.
•
Ask about Medical
Ab0rtIons
(NonSurgical) Abortions-

...

• FREE Nitrous Oxide
• FREE IV Sedation

SEASON, Page 25

• FREE Follow-Up Exam
• Licensed Physicians

Birth Control & Gyn Services by
All Women's Family Planning Center, Inc.

At Campbell lMav 12-131 Boin Creek NC
The Camels have been the biggest surprise in
the TAAC. After being predicted to finish ninth
in the preseason poll, Campbell is currently in
fourth place with a 12-9 TAAC record, but they
could be in for a tough road with FAD and DCF
on back-to-back . weekends to end the regular
season.
Campbell has not had a winning record since
joining the TAAC in 1995, and they are looking for their first conference tournament appearance.
But the Camels have already had a few big wins
over East Carolina and two over Stetson en route

,.

• Pap Smears & Exams
• Depo Provera
• Norplant
• STD Testing & Treatment • Morning After Pills • IUD

Convenient appointments to fit your busy schedule

Great Discounts on Brand Name Birth Control Pills

Receive $5 offAnnual Exam with this Ad

Safe, Supportive, Confidential
Q9///0fl/<»JUYn'j ~ ~~o{t@~,, efno.

=M

'

~~ 834-2262
CJn/a'

Toll Free 1-888-257-2262
www.abortion-clinics.com

......

~..;;;;,-~
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Chances of NCAA at-large
-i .
bid appear promising
FROM PAGE, Page 24
to their 27-16-1 record.
They have gotten solid pitching and
good hitting, despite not having much
power in the lineup with only 16 home
runs. Tony Della Costa leads them in all
categories with a .360 average, five home
runs, and 34 RBis. Five other starters are
hitting over .300.
The Camels rotation has been decent,
but the bullpen is the most stellar part of
Campbell's team. Wes Hepler (6-4, 4.07),
Corey Byrd (3-4, 5.68), and Matt
Kleweno (3-0, 5.79) anchor the rotation,
but Byron Batson (4-1, 2.25, 2 saves) and
Daniel Hall (3-2, 3.86, 6 saves) are the
mainstays in the bullpen.
UCF needs to avoid a slipup late in the
season against Campbell because first
place in the TAAC could come down to
the last weekend. Fortunately, UCF is
undefeated (11-0) all-time against

PHoro Bv JASON KoKOTOFF

Andy Johnson has followed in the footsteps of brothers Adam and Erik, former standouts for the Golden
Knights, as a sohd run producer and offensive threat.

~

~

at AllflJI

•Utilities included .
•Individual leases
• Computer anq study center
• Sparkling pool with sundeck
11801 Boardwalk Drive
•Basketball court
Orlando, Fl 32826
• Sand and pool volleyball
(407) 384-8626
•Lynx Laser bus service
• Oversized bedroom with private bath in each fully furnished four bedroom apartment
• Full size double bed in each bedroom
• Study desk in every bedroom
• All bedrooms prewired to allow for phone, internet access and ~able TV
• Cable TV with 38 channels, including HBO and Sunshine Sports Network
• Keyed deadbolt lock on each bedroom door
•Full size washer/dryer, microwave, garbage disposal, dishwasher, refrigerator with
icemaker, range, mini blinds & ceiling fans
• Smoke detectors, fire alarms, fire extingushers, and sprinkler systems throughout
• Seperate front and back ingress/egress doors and-stair tower to each apartment
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UCF, FAU, and Stetson fave
separated, themselves fro~
·
e
pack in the TAAC regular ason, and the tournament c . · pion will be more than lik,ely
one of those three teams. ffithe
season were to end today, UCF
would face Jacksonville in the
first round but with three
weeks remaining anytlfing
,\_
could happen.
~
If UCF can avoid facing ~an
Jackson (FAU's No. 1 stafter)
or Lenny DiNardo (Stetson's
No. 1), who both shut dow~the
Golden Knights lineup, then
the Golden Knights could be
the favorite to win the tournament. After winning three in a
row from 1995-97, however,
UCF has slipped up the past
two years and missed a NCAA
Tournament bid.
If the Golden Knights reach
40 wins before the TAAC tournament, then it shouldn't have
to worry about missing the
NCAA tournament this year.
But with all three teams battling for first and all three nearing 40 wins, pulling off a couple victories in the conference
tournament should be neces.

sary.

Nevertheless, UCF has put
itself in good shape for the
final stretch of the season, and
it should be the favorite to win
the TAAC, especially after
winning the showdown with
FAU last weekend on the road.
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Campbell, and the Golpen
Knights will hope to con$me
that trend in the final weekSnd.
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DIRECTIONS:
University Blvd. east to Alafaya Trail. Right on
Alafaya Trail. Boardwalk is .8 mile on the left.
"Do I need
a briefcase?"
get all the answers:

ucf .eGrad2 ODO.com
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Baseball notebook

UCf THKES 2 Of 3 HT FHU

The Golden Knights scored two more in the fourth and
one in the fifth for a comfortable 9-3 lead, but UCF
Matt Bowser and Dustin Brisson for the better part of a starter David Rankin ran into trouble in the fifth. Rankin
year and a half had carried UCF, but on Saturday some allowed four runs before Von David Stertzbach came in
to record the final out to end the FAU rally that cut the
surprising players carried the·
~
..........................
- - - - - - - UCF lead to 9-7.
Golden Knights to sweep No. 25"If there was ever a check in the
ranked Florida Atlantic Saturday r:.:,;..,. """"""d
season
- what the coaches would
in a doubleheader to win the
call
a
gut
check - it was right
series. Junior Bill Oakley was the
there
today,"
Coach Jay Bergman
biggest surprise as he provided a
said.
"People
came off the bench
pinch-hit, two-out, two-run single
and
did
a
great
job, and we got
in extra innings to win the finale
somebody
else
to
get somebody
12-10.
out besides Arnold to win a game.
"That's been my role for the last
A
lot of people played a very
few years, and I've had a couple
important
part in this game."
situations (this year) where I've
With
two
outs in the bottom of
had a chance to do something,"
the
ninth
on
Friday and the score
Oakley said. "I was glad to be
tied
1-1,
Jason
Sullivan was on
able to finally cash in in a big
first
and
A.rithony
Mongelluzzo
series against FAU."
FAU.
Sullivan
was
on
third
for
Zach Sutton earned his first
faked
toward
second
after
a pitch
career save in the ninth, but not
in
the
dirt
by
Jason
Arnold
and
without some excitement. With
slipped
on
purpose.
two outs, Matt Meath dropped a
A designed play that has been
routine fly ball to put runners on
used
two times previously, freshsecond and third, but Sutton got
man
catcher Robert Van Kirk
an infield pop out to close out the
made
a throw anyway to first
victory in relief of Jason Arnold,
baseman
Matt Bowser, and
who blew the save opportunity
Mongelluzzo
broke toward home.
after allowing three runs in the
A
wild
throw
by Bowser allowed
bottom of the seventh.
Mongelluzzo
to score the winUCF jumped out early with a
PHoro BY JASON KOKOTOFF
ning
run.
five-run third inning against FAU Senior pitcher Casey Kennedy was solid against
"I don't know what happened
starter Petersen Benjamin. Pete FAU, and continues lo be a stabilizing presence in
(on
the final play)," Coach Jay
Gavillan hit a first-pitch home run the rotation.
Bergman
said. "We knew when
to give UCF a 2-1 lead, and UCF
settled in.to a groove as it reeled off six hits to force we went out there that we weren't going to contest him
(Sullivan) running. I think Robby, as being a young
Benjamin from the game.
catcher, just lost his composure about what he had been

liiiiil

1

told to do. It's just one of those things."
The botched play negated a comeback by UCF in the
top of the ninth. Dustin Brisson led off with a single and
was followed by a Rich Wallace double. With one out,
Andy Johnson plated Brisson with the tying run.
However, UCF shouldn't have needed a ninth inning
rally, except the Golden Knights could not lay down a..
bunt to advance runners into scoring position in the sixth
and seventh innings. But FAU starter Dan Jackson, who
threw a complete game, three-hitter with 12 strikeouts,
was the main reason why UCF struggled as he took a nohitter into the sixth inning.
"We had a chance to win offensively, and didn't cash in
on them," Coach Jay Bergman said. "We should have
never gotten ourselves into that particular situation (at the
end of the game)."
The loss negated an outstanding performance by UCF
starter Justin Pope. He allowed only one run in the first
innings. Pope scattered four hits over 7 1/3 with 11
strikeouts and got himself out of a bases loaded jam in
the fifth.
"We had the game where we wanted it," Bergman said.
"It was a heck of a ballgame, and it's a shame that somebody had to lose."
Bergman hoped his baseball team would forget about
the unfortunate 2-1 loss Friday night and concentrate on
winning the first game Saturday. Sophomore shortstop
Mike Myers must have heard Bergman's words loud and
clear.
He responded with a game-winning grand slam with
two ou~s in UCF's final at-bat to win the opener 8-4 over
FAU. Then he had three hits and three runs scored in the
second game to help give UCF the big early lead.
"Somebody has to make a big play because we rely so
much on Bowser and Brisson to make big plays,"
Bergman said. "He (Myer&) got a chance, and he came
through (in a big way)."
UCF used a five-run ninth inning rally to overcome a 43 deficit in the opener. Matt Meath tied the game with an
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RBI single. Then with two outs, Myers got a 1-2 fastball
and hit it over the left field fence for the win.
UCF jumped ahead 3-0 in the second inning when it
scored three unearned runs, but UCF starter Casey
Kennedy made two mistakes that squandered away the
lead. He allowed two-run home runs to Ryan Withey in
the third, and then gave FAU a 4-3 lead when Zack Roper
also hit a two-run shot in the fifth.
Kennedy, however, followed up the seventh inning rally
by shutting the Owls down to secure the victory. He scattered eight hits with no walks and four strikeouts en route
to his fourth complete game of the season.
"This was probably the most emotional series I've ever
been in," Myers said. "I'm drained and every_ player on
the team is drained. It was a wild one."

UCf mOUES on TOP
The doubleheader sweep of FAU (34-12, 13-5) helped
UCF (33-14, 14-4) regain first place in the Trans America
Athletic Conference. The Golden Knights now hold a
one-game lead over FAU and Stetson. The second place
teams play a three-game series next weekend in DeLand.
"We're in first place and we're not going to look back,"
Coach Jay Bergman said. "Nobody's going to catch us
from here on out. We hold our own destiny and that's the
bottom line."

Doctors cleared sophomore Jeremy Frost to play nearly
two weeks ago, despite the fact that his lower jaw is still
wired after being hit in the face against Stetson. However,
he had only played in one game before the FAU series.
After pinch running in the game Friday night, he started
both games of the doubleheader in right field. After struggling in the first game with a O-for-4 performance, he
responded with a 3-for-5 game in the finale with a solo
home run, two runs scored, and two RBis.
"It felt great," Frost said. "I'm still a little bit timid, and
that's why I'm not hitting the outside pitch very well. I'm
close (to being where I want to be)."
-TRAVIS BEL
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Svantesson takes on another
challenge en route to NCAA's

OVIEDO JEWELRY & PAWN
SPECIALIZING IN FINE JEWELRY,

DAVID WINBERG
STAFF WRITER

Ann-Jeanette Svantesson had no idea what she
was getting into almost two and a half years ago
when she came to Orlando to attend the
University of Central Florida.
"I didn't really know what to expect when I first
came here," said Svantesson who hails from the
little picturesque town of Kalmar in the southeastern part of Sweden. "I thought of staying a
semester and try it out, but after fiv~ (semesters)
I'm still here."
Svantesson, a junior, came to UCF in January
1998 and made an immediate impact, contributing with over 20 singles wins in the No. 2 and No.
3 slots on a team that won its second straight
Trans America Athletic Conference title later that
spring. In the championship game, Svantesson
clinched the victory for the Golden Knights
defeating Georgia State's Nina Jansen for the second time during the season.
"It was a nice feeling to win the TAAC during
my freshman year. That is something that I
always will remember," Svantesson said.
It felt so nice, Svantesson and her teammates
went out and won it again last year, and won their
fourth straight championship earlier this month.
UCF has persevered despite coaching changes in
each of Svantesson's first two years as a
Golden Knight. Gail Falkenberg resigned to
take a coaching job in Las Vegas, Nev. shortly
before the 1999 dual match season would start.
F.alkenberg was replaced by her assistant coach
Michae] Dublin who served as the interim head
coach during the spring campaign.
"It was hard for both the women and the men
having only one. coach and then on top of that
having a new coach coming on board in the middle of the season," Svantesson said. "I think UCF
did the right thing in separating the programs and
hiring two coaches."
Despite the adversity the Golden Knights faced,
they managed to three-peat as TAAC champions.
Again, Svantesson sealed the trophy giving UCF
its fifth point after outlasting Susie Carlberg from
Samford in three sets. The Golden Knights

earned an automatic bid to the NCAA Regional
Tournament where No. 3 seed Georgia downed
UCF by a score of 5-0.
"I think we had a good team, but Georgia played
at another level. Back then, we really had a long
way to go to compete with the nation's best. Now,
it looks a little bit brighter," Svantesson said.
Yes, it looks brighter. Since the hiring of
Patricia Allison in June 1999, the Golden Knights
have not only captured their fourth consecutive
TAAC title and 34th straight victory in league
play defeating Georgia State in the final, but also
reached their highest ranking in school history,
climbing to No. 39 in the WingspanBank.com
rankings in March after knocking off No. 40
Texas Christian in Fort Worth, Texas. The Golden
Knights are 19-5 on the season and 10-0 in TAAC
play outscoring their conference opponents 72-5.
With the win in the TAAC, UCF earned an automatic bid for the NCAA Regional Tournament on
May 12-14 for the second straight year.
"I feel that I have developed quite a bit since
coach Allison took over," Svantesson said.
Svantesson is ! 4-6 on the season after playing
primarily at No. 2 and 2-3 in the No. 1 slot after
Veronica Widyadharma's dismissal from the team
for violating team policies.
"A-J h~s taken on the role as the No. 1 player
She accepted her responsibility with
brilliantly.
I
dignity," said Allison who came to UCF from the
University of Oregon. "Now though, the opponents will be tougher, and she needs to develop
her game even more. A-J needs to improve her
slice backhand and her mental toughness to reach
the next level. Can she do that? Yes, she can. She
has an outstanding work ethic and is willing to
learn."
Svantesson not only uses he,,r work ethic and
willingness to learn on the court, but in the class
room as well. As an Management Information
Systems major, she currently holds a 3.87 GPA.
"I take a lot of pride both on the court and in the
class room. I think it's important to set goals and
I strive for them really hard," said Svantesson
with a smile.
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Men's tennis improves in first season under Cashman
DAVID WINBERG
STAFF WRITER

Before the season started, first-year head tennis
coach Bobby Cashman predicted his young team
to finish its tough schedule around a .500 mark.
He was right. The Golden Knights, consisting of
one senior, two juniors, one sophomore and four
freshmen, rolled past cross-town .rival Rollins
College 7-0 in the last regular season game on
April 11 to reach 11-11 on the year.
UCF then lost in the opening round at the Trans
America Athletic Conference Championships 1n
DeLand to host Stetson 4-1. The TAAC is a conference that Cashman feels is better than its reputation.
"The TAAC is good. I think it's an underrated
conference," said Cashman who led the Golden
Knights to a 4-3 mark in TAAC play. "Georgia
State is good, Florida Atlantic, Stetson beat us
twice, I mean they are very competitive,
Campbell and Troy State are solid. Even though
we were seeded No. 3 (in the tournament), at
times I think we were better than that because we
showed it, but other times we were worse. We are
an inconsistent, but dangerous team."
During the season, the upset-minded UCF
knocked off Florida Atlantic, ranked No. 44 in

the latest WingspanBank.com rankings, and No.
75 Brown. But the Golden Knights also showed
periods of inconsistency losing to lower ranked
West Point and Stetson, costing them a nationally ranking.
Cashman, who came to UCF from the assistant
coach position at the University of Kansas last
August, will-give his team plenty of opportunities
next year playing the toughest schedule in school
history.
"I'm not bombarding us with too many top 20
schools, there might be a few at the Florida State
tournament, but basically it's an open schedule
and it's competitive, very competitive, which I
like, 11 Cashman said. "We are going to play l 0 or
11 nationally ranked teams and I think that is
going to help us in the long run."
The Golden Knights open up their 2001 season
with a road game against Florida, currently
ranked No. 2 in the nation. UCF then plays the
Florida State Seminole Classic, a tournament that
includes hosts Florida State, Middle Tennessee
State, Georgia State and Georgia Tech, all nationally ranked.
"We are going to be better team next year for
sure. I'm hoping to be a little above .500, but
there ar~ no easy matches on my schedule. 11
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Golden Knights Captures Third Track TAAC Title
every year since joining the Golden
Knights, scored 32 of UCF's 154 points.
1 just set my mind on being focused to
The University of Central Florida . do the best I could and beating everybody
women's track and field team struck gold in front of me, Beard said. "Next year my
with six individual titles, two school goal will be to break ail the records and
records and one meet record en route to its win all four of my events.
third Trans America Athletic Conference
Head coach Marcia Mansur-Wentworth
championship title in four years.
was honored as the women's TAAC
Junior thrower Katara Beard (Altamonte Coach-of-the-Year for leading her team to
Springs/Lyman HS) won both the shot put a 24-point victory over second place
(13 . .12m/43'00.50")
and
hammer Jacksonville. Mansur-Wentworth already
(37.00m/121'05.00 throws a11d took sec- earned Coach-of-the-Year honors in the
ond in the discus (35.94m/117'11.00
fall after the women's cross-country team
and
fourth
in
the
javelin won the conference championship.
(33.88m/111 '02.00
to claim the
1 was just proud of the efforts of everywomen's TAAC Athlete-of-the-Year one on the team," Mansur-Wentworth
award. Beard, who has won. the shot put said. "We had a goal of winning it all
SPECIAL To THE FUTURE
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when we came in, and luckily the team as
a whole stepped up and contributed to
making that goal happen."
Senior Corliss Cade (Calumet Park,
111./Richards HS) contributed a first place
in the 100-Meter Hurdles to the winning
effort. Her time of 13.87 not only broke
the 1OOmH record set earlier this year by
teammate Kellie Marzetta (Gilbert,
Ariz./lowa State), but it also replaced the
TAAC meet record of 14.06, set in 199 by
S.E. Louisiana's Nadia Lamb.
Freshmen Randi Chapman (Bahama,
N.C.INorthem HS) and LaTricia Firby
(Mt. Pleasant, S.C./Waldo HS) left their
first conference championship as the
champions of the long and triple jumps
and shared champions in the 4 x 100-

Meter relay. Chapman jumped 5.83Meters ( 19'01.5 ") to lay claim to the long
jump title while Firby leapt a distance of
12.24-Meters (40'02.00") to win the triple
jump.
Natausha Samuels (Pensacola/Escambia
HS) and Erica Garcia (Miami/Miami
Sunset HS) joined Chapman and Firby in
winning the 4 x 100m relay, marking the
first time in history a UCF team has won
the TAAC title. Their tin:ie of 47 .67 set a
new school standard, breaking the previous mark of 48.73. Garcia also dropped
her own school 100-Meter dash record by
nearly half a second, finishing fourth in
the event in 11.94 seconds.

UCF Struggles At SIRA Championship
Anne Cooper (Worthington, Ohio), Jen
Anderson (Niceville), Jessica Spinelli
The University of Central Florida (Wilmington, Del.), Sam Avery (Tampa)
placed four crews in the final and three and
coxie
Becca
Summers
in the petit finals of the Southern (Jacksonville)
rowed
the
Intercollegiate Rowing Association Freshman/Novice 8+ to a fifth place finChampionship on April 15th & 16th in ish in 8:09.5 while the N 8+ of Marisa
Oakridge, Tenn.
Paisecki (Boca Raton), Janet Poole
UCF's Varsity Lightweight 8+ of (Apollo Beach), Joqy Hart (LaGrange,
Christina DePrimo (Miruru), Sadye Paez Ky.), Susan McCullagh (Oviedo), Sarah
(Coral Springs), Natalie Goluba (New Gray (Nokomis), Shola Ajayi (Miami),
Port Richey), Sarah Stafford (Orlando), .. Dana Sawyer (Andover, Mass.), Sonjay
Lindsay Hoffman (North Ft. Myers), Grotjan (Burnham, Maine) and
Mandy Workman (Satellite Beach), coxswain Margaret Capps (Satellite
Amanda Ream .(Orlando), Jill Ascano Beach), finished .sixth in its race in
(Winter Park), and coxie Sara Miller 7:29.9.
finished a team-best second place
UCF's FIN 8+ finished first in the petit
(7:49.5) behind Washington (7:32.6) final, giving it a seventh place finish
while Lucy Fan (Orlando) and Loraine overall while the Varsity 8+ and FIN 4+
Blakely (Wyomissing Hills, Pa.) rowed finished second in the petit final, giving
the 2- to a fourth place finish in 9:41.9.
them an eighth place overall finish.
Anna Barrett (Gainesville, Ga.), Holly
UCF is off until May 12 & 13 when it
Kennedy (Naples), Lisa Puckey (North competes at the prestigious Dad Vail
Palm Beach), Amber Bland (Live Oak), Regatta in Philadelphia, Pa.
SPECIAL To THE FUTURE
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UCF finishes fourth in TAAC tournament
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Nnakwe leave DCF baskelllall tel•
\

.

ANTHONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

\

University of Central Florida head
coach Kirk Speraw announced last week
that forward Ikechi Nnakwe (Normal,
Ill./Normal Community High School)
has decided to leave the UCF menis basketball team.
Nnakwe, a computer science major,
plans to transfer to a school closer to his
home in Illinois, where he will shift his

emphasis to academics.
The 6-foot-5 power forward played in
31 games last season after redshirting in
'98-'99. Nnakwe started against Flagler
and Ohio and averaged 2.3 points and
2.5 rebounds per game last season.
With forwards Mario Lovett and
Beronti Simms injured and outfor the
season last year, Nnakwe stepped up and
gave the Golden Knights a much needed

presence
and

inside~

filling holes in the post

occasionally shifting over to the

middle, taking advantage of his broru1
muscular frame to overcome being

'

undersized.
· The red.shirt freshman scored a careerhigh 14 points in UCF's win over Flagler
and grabbed a career-hlgh nine rebounds
in an overtime loss at Jacksonville State,
coming off the bench as an option
behind sophomore Paul Reed and
seniors Roy Leath and Davin Granberry.
The loss of Nnakwe next season. likely
means more playing time for incoming
recruit Josh Bodden. a 6~foot-9 forward
from Dunedin.
Simms and Lovett, who are both making pr-0gress from their injuries, both
return to help anchor the frontline alongside Reed. Nnakwe would have been in

that mix as well.
His departure opens up another schol-

arship for Speraw to use during the late
signing perimt which ends jn mid-May.
Speraw has two scholarships available,
but has stated that his main focus is on
size, and he11 hold on to the scholarship$

if the opportunity tQ attract quality big
men doesn't come about.
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302-286--875; 3 Jacksonville State 298299-289--886; 4 UCF 298-301-291-890; 5 Campb~l 294-314-290--898; 6
Florida Atlantic 301-308-297--906; 7
Samford
299-311-298--908;
8
Jacksonville 298-311-300--909; 9
Stetson 306-310-314--930; 10 Mercer
307-324-312--943

Top 10 individual finishes by Chris
Calvert and Simon Sainz helped the
UCF men's golf team to a fourth-place
finish with an 890 at the Trans America
Athletic Conference Championship at
the Deer Island Golf Club in Tavares,
FL.
Calvert started strong with a 1-under Top 10 Individuals: 1 Josh Broadaway,
71 in the first round, but slipped after a Troy State, 70-72-66--208; 2 Henrik
5-over-par second round of 77. He got Sevegran, Georgia State, 65-72-75--212;
back among the leaders with a final 3 Jack Croyle, Georgia State, 72-74-68round 73, finishing tied for 10th at 221. -214; 4 Ben Lockwood, JU, 68-76-71-Sainz also tied for 10th after shooting 215; 5 DJ. Fiese, Georgia State, 70-76his best 54 score of the year. The senior 70--216; t6 Steve LeBrun, Fla. Atlantic,
played a consistent tournament, register- 72-73-72--217; t6 Ramiro Perez,
Jacksonville State, 70-75-72--217; t6
ing rounds of 72, 75 and 74.
"We did as well as could be expected, 11 . Jay Womack, Samford, 72-74-71--217;
UCF coach Brian Craig said. "We 9 Brad Fritsch, Jacksonville State, 76played against some good teams who 76-68--220; tlO Simon Sainz 72-75-74-just performed remarkably well this 221; t10 Chris Calvert 71-77-73--221;
t10 Steven Mackie, Jacksonville State,
week."
The three top teams all were ranked 77-73-71--221; tlO Jeremy McGatha,
among Golfweek's 100 leaders. No. 34 Jacksonville State, 73-76-72--221
Georgia State fired a 2-under 862 to win
the tournament.
Other UCF Finishes: tl 8 Ben Osbrach
79-73-71--223; 21 Jeff McPherson 76Final Team Results: 1 Georgia State 76-73--225; t44 Jeff Whitman 80-77-84283-297-282--862; 2 Troy State 287- -241
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Pearo BY JASON KoKaroFF

Rich Wallace and the rest of his UCF teammates took a pair from FAU and now lead the conference heading into the regular season's final month.

Troy State visits TAAC-leading Knights
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

After regaining first place in the Trans
America Athletic Conference with a series
victory at Florida Atlantic last weekend,
the UCF baseball team must now avoid a
letdown during the final three weeks of
the season. The first challenge comes this
weekend when Troy State visits Orlando.
While UCF has dominated the TAAC in
the past - winning four of seven conference tournaments since joining in 1993 -

JEFFERSON CASE

STAFF WRITER

Robert McFarland, the newest addition
to. the UCF football coaching staff~ says
his knowledge of Golden Knight football
can be summed ·up· by two words; big,
tough linemen.
"I've known about UCF for a long time
because of· the fact that they .were a
Division I-AA school 11 , said McFarland,
who became the Golden Knights' new
offensive line coach, accepting the job
after serving in a similar position at
Division I-AA Stephen F. Austin.
"We had some common opponents so I
got to watch them on taj)e. It's been a
while since we played them, but I just
remember looking at some big oil linemen and that was like four of five years
ago."
If McFarland can make it happen, he'd
like to experience a renissance in the
offensive trenches of UCF football this
fall. McFarland, who previously served
as an assistant at Clemson University,
Notre Dame and Kent State, says heis

the Golden are looking to win its first regular season title. UCF has never been
seeded first or second in the TAAC
Tournament, but this weekend can begin
its run toward remaining on top.
"If we do the things that we have to do
as a team, then the other teams don't really make a difference," Coach Jay
Bergman said. "If we hit and we pitch and
we play good defense, then it really doesn't make a difference whom you're playing because you're going to win or you're

going to be in the ball game."
Following a tough April stretch in the
season in which UCF played Jacksonville,
Stetson, and Florida Atlantic, the Golden
Knights now face two of the four lowest
teams in the TAAC beginning with TSU.
But this is an unfamiliar spot for the
Trojans in their third season in the TAAC.
TSU has lost in the TAAC championship
game each of the past two years, including .
ending UCF's 1998 season with a comeback victory. In fact, the Trojans have had

" by
gotten his first impressio-1:-r of UCF's line- Paul] Lounsberry had been co1\(acted
men despite being on c~pus f9r less South ..Carolina and was ,~~hlS .there;''
than one week. ,
;~ McFarland said. "They asked~ if fd be '
''I've met the guys alrea'dy and they all
have good size and
are good lookip,g
physically for the
Division I-A level,"
McFarland said. "I'm
excited about wot.ting
with
them.
They're going to give
forth the effort to be
good° and ~ey want to Mac Farloncl
be good."
The wooing of McFarland to UCF was
an unusual trek. McFarland was visiting
his .mother in.California on spring break
leave from SPA when current UCF
defensive coordinator Gene Chizik contacted him.. Chizi.k, who worked with
McFarland at SFA as the Lumberjacks
linebackers coach, told his former coach- .
ing ally at SFA about a recent opening in
the UCF coaching staff.
"Coach Chizik gave me a call out there
and told me [former offensive line coach

interested and of~ourse I tolq them {lefi- ·
nitely.
"I . ~entin my r~sume
f!lUhat stuff
andhe called the people I bad known. He

UCF's number the past two years, winning three of the four games between the
two teams.
However, the Trojans have not had any
stable pitching this year, and they have
lost a lot of their offensive production
from last year. TSU is hitting only .282 as
a team, and their team ERA is 4.87.
"We don't take anyone lightly because
you can't take any game for granted,"

TROY STATE, Page 23

UCF signs
two-game pact
with Marshall
SPECIAL To THE FUTURE

ana

talked to the coaching staff and [assistant
coach] Alan Gooch, who I've known for

a w}lile1 and that1s how it got.started."
McFarland said he

bas helped several

of his former offensive linemen get into
NFL training camps, which i.n tum.led to
a handful of former athletes landirig
· spots on NFL rosters. Despite having to
recruit against Rice~ Baylor, Texas A&M
and Texas, McFarland was able to land
quality recruits to SPA and keep the team
as a quality opponent in Division I-AA.
He said he hopes to help attract quality recruits to UCF and plans to provide a
fair system for grading his offensive linemen each week. Unlike some offensive
line coaches, McFarland said he plans to

MAC FARLAND, Page 23

Two schools which moved up to
Division I-A a year apart will get a
chance to measure their progress against
one another as UCF and Marshall have
signed a contract for a two-game series
beginning in Huntington, W. Va., Oct. 11,
2003. The Thundering Herd will travel to
Orlando for a return game Oct. 2, 2004.
UCF, which competes as an independent, has a 23-21 record since moving up
to Division I-A in 1996, including an 8-2
record against teams from the MidAmerican Conference. Marshall, which
finished 10th in the nation last year after
defeating BYU in the. Motor City Bowl,
has won the Mid-American title every
year since moving to I-A in 1997.
The Marshall game .in 2003 gives UCF
a tough road schedule with games at
Virginia Tech, Syracuse, West Virginia,
and Tulane already scheduled for that
year.

